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Bush cuts billions 
Recent act greatly reduces student loan programs 
ptnrt.> illuNluluMi by AV» l'AI LRSON.'phtrto ettilt* 
Earlier thla month UMaW Buah algnad Into law and act which will cut 512 Mlllon 
from ttudent loam. Thla cut Is the largest In the program'! history. 
■v COKEY GOCCIN 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
On Feb. 8, President Bush signed 
the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (S 
1932) into law. cutting $12 billion 
from student loan programs and 
making the legislation the largest 
budget cut in history of student 
loan programs. 
Luke Swarthout, Public 
Interest Research Croup Higher 
Education Associate, called the 
bill "the largest raid on student 
aid in history." 
In Virginia, the bill affects more 
than 143,000 student borrowers, 
according to StudentAidAction.com, 
a Web site run by the State Public 
Interest Research Groups' Higher 
Education Project. 
Brad Harriett, senior associate 
director in the Office of Financial 
Aid and Scholarships at )ML. said 
about half of I Ml students receive 
some form of financial aid, with 
over $60 million in aid being dis- 
bursed each year by the JMU Office 
of Financial Aid and Scholarships. 
'The passing of the Deficit 
Reduction Act of 2005 will have 
an effect on several issues directlv 
related to financial aid," Barnett 
said. "The Department of Education 
is hard at work developing guidance 
for how manv of these changes will 
be implemented, so we still have 
many more questions regarding 
these changes." 
"One industry expert said it best 
tin-, past week: 'the devil is in the 
details,"'Barnett said. "Even though 
this bill has been signed into law, 
there is still much we do not know. 
The Department of Education ROW 
has the arduous task ol trying to 
hgurv out how to implement these 
changes. Colleges and universities 
.ill across the countn arc anxioosK 
awaiting guidance." 
The bill created two new manda- 
tory grant programs: the Academic 
Competitiveness Grant Pmgram 
and the National SMARI Giant 
It is possible that MOM students at 
JMU could benefit from these pro- 
grams, Barnett said. 
Other pnigram changes include: 
—The base Federal Stafford Loan 
annual limit for freshmen increased 
from $2,625 to $3,500 and fJODI 
$3.5<UtoW.500for sophomores. The 
Additional Unsubsidized Stafford 
Loan annual limit for graduate stu- 
dents also increased from $10,000 to 
$1Z000. These new limits are effec- 
tive as of July 1,2007. 
— Graduate students will now 
haVt access to borrow from the 
PLUS program, which has tradi- 
tionally been limited to parents of 
undergraduate dependent students. 
I his is effective July 1, 2006, but 
will onlv impact I small population 
it JMU. 
— Beginning July 1, 2006, inter- 
est rates for Federal Stafford Loans 
will be fixed at 6.8 percent and at 8.5 
percent for PLUS loans. These rates 
nave been variable in the past 
— The origination and guaran- 
tee fees that are typically charged 
on Federal Stafford Loans will begin 
to be phased out starting on July 1, 
2006. Many of the lenders and guar- 
antors )ML partners with for pro- 
viding Stafford Loans have already 
raduotd their fee to 0 percent. 
— Loan guarantors will be 
required to have a I percent Federal 
Default Fee assessed on each 
station! Loan. Barnett is unsure if 
that tee will be directlv parjacd OD to 
the bOffOWtt 
—The rules governing disburse- 
ment of single semester loans has 
changed, allowing )MU and other 
schools to disburse these loans fast- 
er to students. 
— The     Taxpayer      leather 
Protection Act that provides loan 
forgiveness for qualifying teachers 
was made permanent. 
— There were several changes 
made to the tables in the Expected 
Family Contribution (EFC) formu- 
las that help aid offices determine 
a student's financial need status 
which should lead to many stu- 
dents appearing "needy," poten- 
tially leading to increased grant 
awards in some cases. 
— The definition of a veteran for 
the purposes of financial aid was 
changed to include those on "active 
duty military" status. 
— Several changes also have 
been made to the Consolidation 
Loan Program. 
There were several techni- 
cal changes that directly affected 
Stafford Loan processing with the 
lenders and guarantors who pro- 
vide these loans. I hese changes can 
be summed up into two main cat- 
egories: the first being reducing the 
fees charged to student borrowers, 
and the second focuses on reducing 
the profits many lenders receive 
fmm these loans. 
There is a concern with how the 
reduction of profits amid potentially 
affect the borrower, Barnett said. 
Many lenders have attractive 
Borrower Benefit packages that are 
offered to holders of their loans It 
is not uncommon for significant 
interest rate reductions and/or 
rebates in repayment to be given to 
a borrower meeting certain criteria. 
These reductions and rebates 
have the potential tit save some 
borrowers thousands of dollars 
when repaying their loans. In large 
part, lenders have been able to offer 
these btntfitl by giving back some 
ot their profits tO students in the 
form of these benefits. Also, most 
sefUMN,pagf4 
Business 
frat works 
to save 
child's life 
■Y TOM BEITLER 
IBUTI.SC WHITER 
LJ's chapter of the national 
fraternity     Pi    Sigma 
will   continue   to  collect 
ns  and  sell  bracelets,  as 
: of an ongoing fundraiser to 
elp   "Frankiepants,"    a   2-year- 
who   was   diagnosed    last 
with  the genetic disorder 
_ olysacchande   III   Type   A 
111),  also called   Sanfilippo 
drome 
Frankiepants,   the    nickname 
given to baby Frank bv his parents, 
■  Cynthia and Frank DeMatteis Sr., 
'  underwent a stem cell transplant 
last summer at the Duke Pediatnc 
Bone   Marrow   and   Stem   Cell 
ansplant Unit. 
i Those     who     suffer     from 
filippo Syndrome are missing 
i en/vme essential in cutting up 
e     used      mucopolysacchandes 
'called heparan sulfate. This sugar 
alowly builds in the brain and stops 
normal development  resulting in 
peractivitv, sleep disorders, lost 
""ech and dementia. Children 
W cureless disease sometimes 
* they reach adulthood. 
frankie's stem cell  transplant 
},cost the DeMatteis familv an 
Hated $600,000; a fundraising 
Of $85,000 has been established 
the     national     organization 
Uldren's       Organ       Transplant 
oaation   to   help   assist   the 
addition, senior Rachel 
Frankie's cousin and a 
r of Pi Sigma Epsilon, will 
ute the IratiTiun s earnings 
bracelets, used cell phones 
which they receive $3), and 
actions to the IVMatteistamilv's 
Crosby said, "At JMU we 
_to live in a bubble, oblivious 
I'Jot of the struggles families 
dure Reading, of Frankie and 
rilow patients inspired me to 
" I any way possible.'' 
Frankie's mother said there 
'VWfc key distinction between 
erflWyonn and umbilical stem cell 
—— 
set PANTS, page 4 
Event to honor 
JMU leadership 
•Y KATIE KELLOGG 
StXtOR WRITIK 
Omicron Delta Kappa is cur- 
rently accepting nominations for 
outstanding members of the JMU 
community to honor at their annu- 
al "All Together One" event in the 
spring. 
The All Together One event 
recognizes members of the JMU 
community for their positive con- 
tnbubons to JMU and the world 
around them. ODK, a national lead- 
ership honor society for juniors and 
seniors, has hosted the event since 
2000, to honor five individuals each 
year based on their positive impact 
on the people of JMU. 
Senior Britt Timmerman, the All 
together One committee chairper- 
son, said, 'These awards recognize 
people who put their heart and soul 
into JMU or the community and 
have done a lot to help others." 
Honorees are selected bv mem- 
bereofODKbasedontheAII together 
One criteria of building community, 
inspinng others and working toward 
the common good. 
Senior Kaitlin Porter, ODK's 
president, said, "We are looking 
for people who have gone out of 
their way to unify this campus 
and have achieved the goal of All 
Together One, which is to be your- 
self and |be a part of| something 
bigger as well." 
Dave  Barnes,  adviser to ODK 
and the director of university unions 
said any member of the JMU com- 
munity is eligible for the award. "Part 
of what makes this award so special 
is that anyone who is a member of 
the JMU community can win it, from 
the president to faculty memlvrs. 
students to housekeepers." 
Once the recipients of the 
award have been selected, the 
winners are then "tapped" by 
members of ODK, which means 
that the winner will be informed 
ol iheir award in person, wherever 
they may be on campus, including 
during classes or meetings 
At the All Together One cer- 
emony, which will take place 
on Apnl 11, the honorees will 
be given a stone engraved with 
their name to be placed in the 
All Together One circle on the 
commons along with specially 
engraved pins. 
There are a lot of people in the 
JMU community who do a tot for 
trther people but don't get recog- 
nized" Timmerman said. "This event 
is structured so we are honoring and 
acknowk'dging the five recipients 
I hose interested in nominating 
someone should wnte a few para- 
Sraphs detailing how the nominee 
as made a positive different!' at 
JMU and e-mail it odk^'jmu.edu. 
Nominations can also be dropped 
off In lavlor room 2D5B. All nomi- 
nations must be submitted by 5 
p.m. on March 3. 
Main Street mash-up 
Jl'AN 111 \l Kl MiliJ,:<nt„iph,< 
According to police reports, a moped traveling west on Water Street, was struck 
by a taxi after It failed to stop for a flashing red light. Sunday morning. The driver 
of the moped was transported to Rocklngham Memorial Hospital. The extent of 
the Injuries are unknown. 
Speaker highlights graphic design industry 
BY S 11 i-ii \ s ii SMI/HIM. 
ttAtt IVR/TfR 
I Ins is the point when you guys 
clap," |oked |ohn Foster, vue president 
of Fuszion Collaborative design studio, 
aM.'r showing a group of graphi. design 
majors a short film during Thursday's 
lecture "I Have Two Hands (But Only 
One Good Eye)." 
Foster doesn't have to request 
applause outside of the class room Some 
ol his clients include Coca-Cola, Pepsi, 
MCM and non-pmfit organizations 
Reading is Fundamental and Americans 
for the Arts. His work has been featured 
in the design magazines HOVVand Print, 
and hister is the author of "Maximum 
Design" and "New Masters of Poster 
I >esie,u.' which is scheduled for release 
in April. 
I oster's lecture, part of the Dorothy 
Liskev Warn pier Professorship of Art 
series, introduced the inner workings 
of a design studio and showcased 
some of their achievements to future 
designers. 
On Friday, graphic design students 
met with Foster to receive a timed 
project that he would critique later in 
the day. Each student was given two 
words at random —one animal and one 
adjective — and had just a few hours to 
create a mark or logo. 
StniOf  graphu   design  m.i|or  Inn 
McHudy got "falcon" and   young" 
and began barnstorming about ivayi 
the words COUld bt represented unique- 
ly. "Mv concept was w have a fal- 
con hatching from an egg," McHardy 
said. Alter the initial sketches of a very 
detailed bird leg breaking out of an egg, 
she simplihed the lines and left only 
what was necessary to get the idea of a 
bird coming from an egg. 
Mellardv said Foster reall\ liked a 
classmate's design — which used the 
words ' misdii.'M'iis ,md "cheetah" 
— that she helped come up with. I he 
end illustration WM >i iheelah pattern 
coming out of a spray can, she said. 
Hers was definitely the loosest animal 
illustration because it was just the pat- 
tern and not the actual animal, which is 
an awesome tiling." McHardy said. 
Fuszion Collaborative — a studio 
of only eight creative* — is located in 
Alexandna, though Foster stressed that 
they are not by any means a "D.C design 
firm" doing mainly government projects. 
'We're |ust located there," he said. 
As tor an overriding design theme, 
Foster says they don't have one, and 
as tor the best designer, he said it 
can change from day to day. "No one 
WOrkl in cable and in advocacy like 
we do," he said. ' I hat's how we're 
unique." 
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POLICE LOG 
BV KKI.LV Fkm/anxM WRITER 
Property damage 
A JMU employee reported water 
damage to the electrical compo- 
nents ol a vending machine at Ce- 
dar House on Greek Row Feb 14. 
Number ot drunk in publics since 
Aug 29: 65 
DUKE DAYS 
Events Calendar 
Pacifism and Human Rights 
speaker 
Come hear Colman McCarthy, renowned 
peace teacher and activist, speak on pact- 
fism and human rights Feb 21 at 7 p.m. in 
Transitions in Warren Hall This Wetness 
Passport event is sponsored by JMU Am- 
nesty International, the JMU Departments 
of Political Science. Justice Studies. History, 
Philosophy and Religion, and the Mahatma 
Ghandhi Center for Global Non-violence 
Correction 
In the Feb 16 issue of 
The Breeze, the figures 
regarding the diversity 
demographic ol the in- 
coming freshman class 
were incorrect. The 
figures should have 
said that out of 4,000 
incoming freshmen. 
3.400 students were 
white, not the 400 that 
was reported 
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of 
James Madison University, serves student 
and faculty readership by reporting news 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
■ How to place a classified Go to www. 
thebreeze.org and click on the classified Ink 
or come into the office weekdays between 8 
a.m. and 5 p.m ■ Cost $5 00 for the first 10 words. $3 for 
each additional 10 words, boxed classified, 
S10 per column inch. ■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday issue, 
noon Tuesday for Thursday issue ■ Classifieds must be paid in advance In The 
Breeze office 
Mailing address: 
TheBreeze 
G1 Anthony-Seoger Hal 
MSC6805 
James Madison University 
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807 
Phone:(540)568-6127 
Fas: (640) 566-6736 
Searching 
For The 
Perfect Place 
To Live? 
www.OffCampusHousing.com 
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing 
Hunters Ridge Townhomes 
Hunters Ridge Condos 
Devon Lane Townhomes 
Fox Hill Townhomes 
Mountain View Heights 
Madison Manor 
Madison Square 
COLDWELL 
BANKER 
COMMERCIAL 
FUNKHOUSER 
REALTORS" 
Madison Terrace 
Madison Gardens 
Duke Gardens 
Gingerbread House 
Country Club Court 
College Station 
Large Selection of Homes 
Large Selection of Townhomes 
434-5150 
715 Port Republic Road      .^ 
Harrisonburg, VA 1^ 
gaol COCK** Bar** Crmrmotl One* If Indreendr^ r>w»d And Operated 
HIT THE TARGET 
WITH UREC 
• JOB FAIR TONIGHT! 
ly Online @ joblink.jmu.edu 
February 13 - March 2 
Hiring for Summer & Fall 
Job Fair 
TONIGHT Monday February 20 
5:00-7:00pm in UREC Atrium 
COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR 
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE. 
$5 OFF 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change 
(with JAC card) 
Bring in mis coupon and get $5«° oil your next oil change at your nearest participating Jiffy Lube." 
Come in every 3.000 mates lor a Jrfty Lube Signature Service* Oil Change 
Thin coupon Is only redeemable at the Jiffy Lube at 1870 East Har*«r Sr. Harrisonburg. VA. 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change 
$29.99 
less $5J)Q_(*<thjAec*ni) 
$24.99 
No appointment necessary 
FREE top on on your wey home! 
' Nebonel database keeps a 
history ol your jury Lube service 
Not vahd wan ofier otters Jiffy Lube and Ji#y Luoa Signature 
Servne* at* reotassrea trademarke ol Jiffy Luba International. Inc. 
MOM SOPUS Produce) u right, reamed 
The W.ll-Oil.d Machine 
1870 East Market Street 
across from Valley Mall 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 433-8599 
PENNZOIL 
Nflt kltt oil. Ponn/nll 
Be a Part of Our 
Conference Team! 
12 to 13 qualified people will be 
hired 
Earn 53,000+ to $5,500+ this 
SUMMER 
2006 
- 3 areas to apply for: 
o   Conference Coordinator (hiring 4-5) 
■ Work primarily day shifts Sunday - Saturday 
■ Coordinates ALL logistics of Conferences/Camps 
o   Administrative Coordinator (hiring 3) 
■ Work primarily day shifts Sunday - Saturday 
■ Assigned a specific administrative area serving 
conference operations 
o   Housing/Operations Staff (hiring 5) 
■ Handles basic operations during evening shifts 
and serves an ON-CALL shift 
•    Can take classes during each summer block 
session 
- Exhibit Multi-tasking & Time-Management Skills 
- Work in a Fast-Paced, Office Environment 
- Available to work May 8'" thru August 15th, 2006 
Applications are available in the 
Office of Events & Conferences, 
Taylor 233. Must be returned by 
5pm Friday February 24"1. 200611 
To learn more about this opportunity email Joyce Bentz: bentzjl@jmu.edu 
Radians Dull. I.ditof 
Drew Lcpp. Edilof 
breezrnew3®hotmailxom CAMPUS  
Competition calls for business plan on 5-by-7 card 
r_4._..* /.~/J„ £-o#  "Bns*L ^f „  \I„~h:„» ±„~±    ^  ■      —■     —■ nsssssssssss- 
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Internet company holds first "Back of a Napkin" contest 
■Y CARIY I I I >I . 
CONTMUT1NC WtHUR 
MarketingExpenment com, an Internet market- 
ing research laboratory, is holding a unique business 
plan competition, where the winner will be awarded 
a business jump-start package worth approximately 
$100,000. 
This isn't your run-of-the-mill business plan compe- 
tition, with 30-page essays and complicated diagrams. 
Rather, MEC is calling this its first of what will be an 
annual "Back ot a Napkin" contest, because all submis- 
sions must be made on a 5-by-7card, essentially the size 
of the back of a napkin. 
According to its Web site, "Finding a business with 
a strong value proposition in today's marketplace is 
difficult. We've found that if the fundamental premise of 
the value proposition is sound, and if the core principles 
are reliable, then a company has a strong chance of 
f.irvingout a profit margin. We are impressed by a smart 
CEO wielding a detailed 100-page business plan, but we 
are more impressed if the same CEO can express the 
heart of that plan on a the back of a napkin." 
Flint McGlaughhn, director of MEC Labs. Mid, 
"During the past two decades, there have been 
numerous stones of businesses that raised their initial 
funding based upon an idea they initially sketched out 
on the back of a napkin. That is where the idea for our 
business plan competition stems from and what sets us 
apart from other similar competitions 
In  the   package,  the   winner   will  receive  a six- 
month marketing research partnership with MEC, a 
three-month public relations campaign with Politis 
Communications, and a chance to pitch the business 
idea to multiple leading venture capital firms. 
"I believe there are a lot of students with great 
business ideas that would be a perfect fit for the com- 
petition because it is easy to enter and won't require 
a large time commitment," said Rachel Atkinson for 
MarkelingExperiment.com. 
Junior Ajda Berryman, an international business 
major who will have to assist in creating a business 
plan this summer, said, "1 think it's crazy. If anyone 
can do it, kudos to them." 
She added that most of the business plans she has 
seen have been well over 30 pages in length, so the 5- 
by-7 index card may he a good summary. 
"The business plans I've looked at from other peo- 
ple have had three to four pages just of calculations." 
Finalists will be judged based on the clarity of 
their plans, the strength of their management teams, 
the force of their value propositions and possible 
marketing opportunities. 
Ten finalists will be chosen by Feb. 28 and each will 
be asked to submit additional information. Each finalist 
will also be featured in the Marketing Experiments 
Journal, an online publication with hundreds of pages of 
marketing research and reports about online marketing 
techniques. 
The winner of the business plan competition will be 
announced by March 31. Entries must be submitted no 
later than Feb. 25. 
photo illustration by CASEY TEMPLETON/twwr photographer 
The first annual "Back of a Napkin" contest Is designed to get the heart of 
the business plan onto a minimal amount of space. 
Skipping one semester may decrease graduation rates 
Study shows those who delay college more than one year after high school are less likely to obtain degrees 
■v JAY MATTHEWS 
1111 is UHINCTON POST 
A detailed federal study of college completion has concluded 
that undergraduates who take more than a semester break from 
their courses are at great risk of not graduating at all. 
"Continuous enrollment ... proves to be overpowering," the 
report said. "[It| increases the probability of degree completion 
by 43 percent.... Put another way: Keep the student continuously 
enrolled, even part-time." 
The investigation of what happened to 8,900 students who 
graduated from high school in 1992 by the federal government's 
leading college-completion expert, Clifford Adelman, also dis- 
covered that those who did not start college within a year of 
leaving high school were far less likely to get degrees, but that the 
freshman year of college was not the make-or-break predictor of 
college completion that many experts had thought. 
Adelman said the data indicated that taking challenging 
mathematics courses, both in high school and college, has a sig- 
nificant effect on graduation rates. Students, he said, should try 
to go higher than second-year algebra in high school and take at 
least one math course in college. 
"The world has gone quantitative: business, geography, 
cnminal justice, history, allied health fields — a full range of dis- 
ciplines and job tasks tells students why math requirements are 
not just some abstract school exercise," Adelman's report said. 
Students who graduated from college were twice as likely to have 
taken college-level math by the end of their sophomore year than 
those who did not graduate from college. 
The report, "The Toolbox Revisited: Paths to Degree 
Completion From High School through College," is a sequel to 
Adelman's 1999 report, "Answers in the Tool Box," which is often 
cited as evidence that high school students need intense academic 
experiences to be ready for college. 
Adelman said the college graduation rate has risen, at least 
for students who spent at least some time in a four-year school, 
from 60 percent in the previous report, based on 1982 high school 
graduates, to 66 percent in this one. 
But he said looking at just one graduation percentage based 
on a perceived pipeline to college completion distorts the picture. 
'There is no linear path to a degree," he said in the report. 'The 
default 'pipeline' metaphor ... is wholly inadequate to describe stu- 
dent behavior (which) moves in starts and stops, sideways, down 
one path to another and perhaps circling back. Liquids move in 
pipes; people don't." 
He said it is less important which college a student attends, as 
far as getting a degree by age 27, than how the student uses the 
time in college. If the student earns at least 20 credits the first year, 
does not take more than one break from college of more than a 
semester, except for summers, and keeps his or her grades up, the 
chances of getting a degree are verv good, the report concluded. 
Adelman said colleges that allow students to drop courses with 
no penalty long after an initial sampling period, or allow students 
to continually repeat no-credit remedial courses, are creating 
conditions that raise the likelihood that those students will not 
graduate, and also are depriving other students of a chance to fill 
those seats. 
He said colleges should use summer terms more often for 
popular courses and credit-bearing internships, so that students 
can more easily meet graduation requirements. 
Going once, twice, sold! Son says thank you 
through essay contest 
A MAIJ-T fMff'phimxrapher 
The brothers of BOND held their first date auction Feb. 18 as part of "Chocolate City: Sweet 
Temptations  We'll Make You an Overnight Celebrity."* 
BY MEGHAN PATRICK 
CONTJt/aUTfNC WRITER 
Victor Garibay gave his mother, a single 
mother of six children, a special Valentine's 
Day gift this year: a public thank you for 
being an inspirational person in his life. 
Caribay, 15, was deemed the winner of 
the first Boys and Girls Club essay contest, 
sponsored by JMU entertainment group R. 
Productions, to which he submitted an 
answer to the question of "Who is the most 
influential single mother that you know?" 
Garibay awarded his mother, Patricia 
Lozano, a dozen roses and gift certificates 
to the movies and a local restaurant, in a 
small ceremony held at The Boys and Girls 
Club teen center on Valentine's Day. 
"We chose his essay because it was 
very emotional and showed the extreme 
obstacles that |Lozano| has overcome, 
such as raising six kids by herself," said 
senior Nick Dulo, vice president of R. 
Productions. 
"We were really impressed with her 
|Lozano| drive keeping her family togeth- 
er, while staying on her feet," founder 
and president of R. Productions, Chad 
Franklin, said. 
Dulo said this was the first time he saw 
Garibay smile. 
Franklin  founded   R.  Productions  in 
August 2005 when he returned to JMU, his 
undergraduate alma mater, for a graduate 
degree in TSC. 
Members of the R Productions team 
and The Boys and Girls Club have been 
working together because Franklin said 
they wanted to do more than just make CDs 
and calendars — they wanted to help the 
community as well. 
"We want R. Productions to be a stu- 
dent-run organization dedicated to provid- 
ing entertainment to colleges, universi- 
ties and the surrounding community, while 
consciously contributing to (he welfare of 
society," Franklin said. 
"We feel that The Boys and Girls Club is 
a great place to start. We want to try to do a 
project there every month." 
"We get caught up in our own lives, 
party every weekend and forget the com- 
munity around us," Franklin said. 
"College students are especially an 
inspiration to the kids," Dulo said. 
"A lot of them have a stereotype about 
Icollege students). Then they see us |the 
members of R. Productions) come in with 
our fitted hats and earrings, chains and 
sneakers they're shocked. They don't 
believe that I'm a business major. But when 
they see that we are just like them, they 
start to think that maybe they are college 
material too." 
New bill may amend current Clean Air Act 
House of Delegates currently reviewing bill that would prohibit smoking in all indoor public places 
sv MAURA O'KIEFE 
CAVALIER DAILY 
The Virginia Senate recently passed a bill which, if successful 
in the House of Delegates, would amend the current state Clean 
Air Act by prohibiting smoking in many indoor public places. 
According to Courtney Hyres, legislative aid to Sen. Brandon 
Bell, R-Roanoke County, a chief proponent of the bill, the new 
legislation would significantly change current policy, as smoking 
in buildings is currently at the discretion of business owners. 
It l banned in certain places but not across the board," Hyres 
said. "|The bill] has broadened the current law. This bill would 
ban smoking in most public spaces, including restaurants and 
bars. Now, there are some exceptions." 
Bell supports the bill because it protects Virginia residents' 
health, Hyres said. 
"[Belli had become convinced that the evidence of the harms 
of second-hand smoke on the public health had become so com- 
pelling that it was tim.' Virginia took steps to protect its citi- 
zens," Hvres said. 
Gov. Tim Kaine, however, opposes the bill in its current form, 
according to press secretary Kevin Hall, since over the weekend, 
the bill changed from addressing smoking as a local issue to ap- 
proaching it in the form of a state-wide mandate. 
The governor does not believe it's the business 
of the state to dictate business owners'smoking 
policies 
-Kevin Hall 
press secretary for Gov Tim Kaine 
"The governor's position is that this should be a decision 
made by business owners in consultation with their employees 
and customers," Hall said. 
According to Hall, Kaine has historically been in favor of al- 
lowing business owners to make decisions concerning smoking 
policy. 
"Gov. Kaine's Richmond law firm was one of the first major 
employers here in Richmond to implement a voluntary work- 
place smoking ban in the late 1980s," Hall said. 
In response to critics who say indoor smoking adversely af- 
fects one's health. Hall said such critics can choose not to fre- 
quent businesses that allow smoking. 
"The governor does not believe it's the business of the state 
to dictate business owners' smoking policies," Hall said. 
As politicians debate passage of the bill, local business own- 
ers are anticipating the potential affects the legislation may have 
on business. 
"1 feel like it's a free countrv and |smoking] is not against 
the law, and it should be allowed in public places," said Ashley 
Mauler, manager of O'Neill's Pub. 
Mauter recognized the effects ot second-hand smoke and 
suggested an alternative to appease smokers and non-smokers. 
"I think a better way to go about the situation is to have a 
smoke-free night at bars, instead of banning it altogether," she 
said. 
Mauter added that she does not believe passage of the bill 
would significantly decrease business 
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JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 
CONVOCATION 
APRIL 6,2006 
DOORS @ 7:OOPM, SHOW @ 8:OOPM 
STUDENT TICKETS $22 W/JMU CARD (LIMIT 2 PER STUDENT) 
PUBLIC AND FLOOR TICKETS $28 
STUDENT TICKETS ON SALE 
STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE 
JMU WARREN HALL BOX OFFICE, PUBLIC TICKETS 
AVAILABLE AT PLAN 9 OR MUSICT0DAY.COM 
U111 va 
WWW.OFAREV0LUTION.COM \njtJ**l 
Mardi Gras opens to small crowd 
■v Scon COLD, P.J. Hun-sTuntR 
AND SAM QUINONES 
LOSANC[U- IMEJ 
If this was the day that New 
Orleans was to step out into the 
light, it did BO haltingly, ginger- 
ly, its eyes squinted. On a dreary 
and chilly day, under splintered 
southern oaks lining St Charles 
Avenue, Mardi Gras began on 
Saturday, nearly six months al- 
ter Hurricane Katnna brought 
the city to its knees. 
There were floats with a gi- 
ant crawfish and a massive rou- 
lette wheel, but crowds were 
so sparse that paraders were 
left with unopened boxes of 
"throws," mostly colorful beads 
that have long been cherished 
mementos of the festival. 
The decision to stage the 
street party despite the enor- 
mous hardship still shouldered 
by hundreds of thousands of 
people had been controversial 
from the start, but for many, 
the identity of this city is so in- 
tertwined with Carnival that to 
do anything less would have 
meant, once and for all, defeat. 
But any lingering OMKSRI 
that Mardi GlM could send a 
false and dangerous message to 
the nation — that New Orleans 
has recovered — was dispelled 
quickly. 
By the end of the day, the 
consensus was that this Mardi 
Gras will not mean economic 
or spiritual salvation. Instead, 
it will be a reminder of the way 
things used to be and the way 
they might be again, a benign 
distraction from the storm, 
which informs every breath and 
step of those who have man- 
aged to come home. 
Crowds, though they will 
surely pick up when Carnival 
begins its final push next week- 
end — especially if the weather 
improves — were shockingly 
small Saturday. 
It is a tradition for parents 
to bring stepladders equipped 
with small seats for children, 
who otherwise can't see through 
the throng of adults lining the 
parade routes. That was not a 
concern this year, and many 
people, with a block virtually to 
themselves, closed the ladders 
and laid them on the ground. 
There was a full run of pa- 
rades — five in all, organized by 
"krewes," secretive organiza- 
tions with names like Shangri- 
La and the Knights of Sparta. 
The five have marched through 
the city's streets a combined 175 
times. 
In years past, the parades 
would have been good for 10 
hours or more of merriment — 
long enough, as they say and do 
around here, to get drunk, sleep 
it off and then do it again before 
it's over. 
Saturday, with fewer floats, 
fewer bands and fewer onlook- 
ers, it was over in an hour and 
a half. 
The New Orleans area has 
lost an estimated S3.5 billion 
in tourism revenue since the 
storm, and many businesses 
had been looking forward to 
Mardi Gras for months. Recent 
vears brought crowds of a mil- 
lion people or more to New 
Orleans and an economic boost 
estimated at $1 billion. 
Usually the opening week- 
end is a major draw, with the 
partying lasting almost two 
weeks, until Fat Tuesday — Feb. 
28 this year — the final day be- 
fore Lent begins. 
Citv officials agreed to a 
scaled-back Mardi Gras sched- 
ule with a total of eight days 
of parades and fewer krewes 
marching than usual. 
LOAN: Funding for aid to be reduced 
LOAN, from page 1 
of the major Stafford Loan and 
guaranty agencies are providing 
significant scholarship dollars to 
students. Some organizations of- 
fer millions of dollars in scholar- 
Ship! cuh year. 
"There  is  a concern  among 
many in the financial aid profes- 
sion that some of the benefits could 
be reduced or eliminated based on 
the signing of this bill," Bamett 
said. "It might be that lenders can 
no longer afford to offer the same 
benefits that borrowers have be- 
come accustomed to receiving." 
"At a time when college costs 
continue to rise and students are 
Suing deeper into a financial 
ole, Congress has mistakenly 
decided to use students and fam- 
ilies to pay for other priorities," 
Swarthout said. 
"This bill is truly an outrage 
to lower and middle class fami- 
lies that hope to send their chil- 
dren to college." 
PANTS: Fundraising to help save a life 
PANTS, from page 1 
under scrutiny by the govern- 
ment and public because of the 
loss of the embryo it requires; 
there is no controversy sur- 
rounding the transplants using 
umbilical cord blood. 
Since blood donations come 
from the umbilical cord after a 
live birth, there is no loss ot em- 
bryo for this type ol transplant. 
According to Frankie's moth- 
er, his transplant was done using 
umbilical cord blood With his 
specif it gtnttti dltOfdct ■ bom 
marrow transplant WM not an 
option. In addition, the need for 
an exact match for cord blood 
transplants is not as necessary, as 
it is for bone marrow. Therefore, 
there's a larger pool of donors 
that can be chosen from. 
She added, "Another impor- 
tant move is toward the building 
of these cord blood banks When 
women become pregnant and 
visit their respective OB/GYNs, 
thev should inquire about donat- 
ing their umbilical cord blood for 
further research and/or trans- 
plants. Because of his specific 
disorder, Frankie's transplant 
needed to come from an unre- 
lated donor. Without the banks 
in place, without the research, 
he would degenerate from the 
inside out." 
Frankiepants' progress reports 
are updated on the Web site run by 
his parents, wwxi\frankiepants.com. 
The site also provides substantial 
information on the commonality 
of Sanfilippo's Syndrome, its ef- 
fects and symptoms, and meaas 
of treatment. 
To donate or to purchase 
a bracelet, contact Crosby 
at rachel.crosby9gmail.com 
for Pi Sigma Epsilon, or 
visit www.cota.org and www. 
frankiepants.com. 
What are your 
Come to the 
Internship Fair! 
s 
a 
This event provides you with an impressive number of 
internship and networking opportunities. Companies will 
meet with one goal in mind: to select students for their 
internship positions. Some students will even be asked 
back for an interview that afternoon! 
Bring your resume and dress professionally! 
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Thursday, March 2nd, 2006 
'9 am-11:30 an\+ ' 
Festival Conference and   f« 
Student Center Ballroom     " 
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Sponsored by: 
The College of Business & 
Career Developement 
www.jmu.edu/aacd 
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advertisement 
£) The  Needle Popping JMU's Bubble © 
GLOBAL  NEWS 
BRIEFS: 
Cartoon      Protest 
Thousands of Muslims are 
protesting against the offen- 
sive cartoons of the Prophet 
Muhammad that were originally 
published in a Danish newspa- 
per. These cartoons were met 
with disgust and fury by many 
Muslims because of the insult to 
their faith. As a result of this and 
subsequent re-publications, one 
of the largest protests ever seen 
was produced. 
Ten-thousand Muslims con- 
gregated in the Indian city of 
Bhopal to voice their position 
on the matter at hand. This 
matter mustered such strong 
feelings that hundreds of the 
offended demonstrators chant- 
ed 'Death to Denmark: In Delhi, 
a senior cleric at the Jama Masjid 
mosque, Ahmed Bukhan said, 
'Islam and Muslims have been 
challenged and we will not rest 
unless nations that humiliated 
us are punished!" 
The cartoon publication was 
first seen in a Danish newspaper 
that sought to pinpoint public 
perception of Islam through the 
age-old technique of political 
cartoons. 
Muslims argue that these 
offensive images of the Prophet 
Muhammad are strictly for- 
bidden under Islam while the 
newspapers claim that they are 
simply defending freedom of 
speech. This issue has been 
addressed very seriously caus- 
ing the Danish editor, who com- 
missioned the cartoons, to be 
sent on leave. Flemming Rose, 
culture editor of the Jyllands- 
Posten newspaper, was asked 
to leave because of his approval 
of the publication. The newspa- 
per has since expressed great 
remorse for insulting Muslims 
and apologizes on behalf of 
Rose. There is no word of Rose's 
return as of now. 
Source: http://bbc.co.uk 
What is this? 
The Needle is an effort, by UPB's Issues and Cultural Awareness 
Committee, to help pop JMU's "bubble' by having our students 
start thinking more globally. The goal of this committee is to 
help students recognize different issues that are happening in our 
world as well as understanding different cultures. We try to act as 
students'"passports" to bring different cultures from around the 
world to the JMU community The Needle was an idea that we 
thought would help us achieve this goal by broadcasting it to the 
most number of students. We hope that this page will expand 
your knowledge as well as create dialogue on this campus. 
Megan Bucknum 
Director of Issues and Cultural Awareness 
University Program Board 
Sweden's Renewable 
Future 
Royal Mail Fraud 
Royal Mail is facing a record 
11.4m fine because of accusa- 
tions that the service has not 
prevented mail from being lost, 
damaged, or stolen. In addition, 
London has threatened an addi- 
tional 8270,000 fine based on 
similar charges. Many of Royal 
Mall's staff have been charged of 
tampering with mail-they have 
stolen approximately 200,000 
items. 
Three hundred and ninety- 
four staff members were caught 
and prosecuted due to this theft. 
Royal Mail says the severity of the 
fine is'unfair'and plans to appeal 
It. Despite a fight against the alle- 
gations, Royal Mail did admit that 
over 14 million letters were lost, 
stolen, damaged, or tampered 
with last year, and plan to work to 
improve their services. 
Source: http://news.bbc 
co.uk 
Sweden Reaffirms Aims for 
Oil-Free Economy 
The Royal Swedish Academy 
of Sciences is highly troubled 
over the idea that the oil supply 
is peaking and that future high 
oil prices could cause global 
economic recession. This fear 
has pushed Mona Sahlin, the 
Swedish Minister for Sustainable 
Development, to publicize 
Sweden's plans to break the 
nation's dependency on oil by 
2020 without building new 
nuclear plants. She went on to 
say, "There shall always be better 
alternatives to oil, which means 
no house should need oil for 
heating, and no driver should 
need to turn solely to petrol* 
Currently, 26% of Sweden's ener- 
gy comes from some form of 
renewable sources, and recently 
has collaborated the roles of 
several different agencies in the 
expansion of the country's wind 
power. 
The conclusion of this story 
included a quote from the Exxon 
Mobil Senior Vice President 
Stuart McGill on his opinion of 
the US having energy indepen- 
dence. McGill feels that this 
goal "is simply not feasible in 
any time period relevant to our 
discussion today.' He goes on 
to say "No combination of con- 
servation measures, alternative 
energy sources and technologi- 
cal advances could realistically 
and economically provide a way 
to completely replace those 
imports in the short or medium 
term." 
Mitp   vnwikinews.org/wjdj/ 
Sweden reaffirms, aims for oil 
;"Omy.htm 
Should we follow this 
Vice President's opinion and 
be deterred from pursuing 
alternative energy sources or • 
should we push forward and 
think about our future genera- 
tions? Questions like this are 
what our generation is going to 
have to answer. For more infor- 
mation about research that is 
currently going on about sus- 
tainable development research 
more about "The New Apollo 
Project/" 
For an entertaining twist on 
this article visit:   www . ■ 
UQgM] GOD 
Come listen to the 
International Melodies of 
Nikki Giovanni 
Accompanied t»y A <^h« 
of Students fi-om All c 
Vii-Kinia 
February 27 2006 
7pm 
Wilson Hall 
Health Watch: 
First Face Trans- 
plant 
AIMENS, France-The first ever 
patient to receive a partial facial 
transplant has just come into the 
media to expose both the results of 
the controversial surgery as well as 
how she is adapting to her new life. 
Isabelle Dinoire was attacked by her 
Labrador retriever while passed out 
after taking too many sleeping pills. 
She woke up to find that half of her 
nose, mouth, and chin were missing. 
The transplant was made possible 
by a 46 year old donor whose family 
donated her face under much 
scrutiny. Dinoire s recovery is going 
well despite some difficulty speaking 
and loss of sensitivity in her face. 
She is currently undergoing intense 
immunosuppression therapy due to 
the potential of her body rejecting 
the donor skin. "My operation could 
help others to live again." Dinoire 
exclaimed to the media. 
Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk 
Tomb Finder 
Pharonic Tomb Find Stuns Egypt 
A team of archaeologists have 
discovered an intact.ancient Egyptian 
tomb in the Valley of the Kings, the 
first since KingTutankhamun's was 
found in 1922. The tomb which was 
foundbetween the tombs of King Tut 
and King Amenmesse was complete 
with unopened sarcophagi and five 
undisturbed mummies. The Valley 
of Kings, which was used for burials 
for 500 years froiji 1S40BC onwards, 
was thought to have nothing left 
to find. The occupants have not yet 
been identified. 
Source:       news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/ 
middle_east/4700032.stm 
Region of Focus 
Ever Heard of Darfur? 
"Genocide is.. .both the gravest and great- 
est of the crimes against humanity" (Alain 
Destexhe). Genocide has taken place around 
the world; the Holocaust during World War II 
and Rwanda during the 1990s are well known 
examples. After such horrifying events, the 
slogan "Never Again* was declared: never 
again would the world stand idly by and watch 
these "crimes against humanity* take place. 
The world has learned its lesson; there is no 
way it could be taking place today, right? Ever 
heard of Darfur? 
It is a unstable region in southern Sudan. 
According to a recent BBC article the crisis in 
Darfur was characterized as "the world's worst 
humanitarian crisis by the United Nations." 
For a while now there has been conflict over 
Darfur s land and resources and specifically 
grazing rights. This conflict is mainly between 
black Africans and Arabs that live in the region. 
About two years ago rebel groups attacked 
government targets. 
The two rebel groups are the Sudan 
Liberation Amy (SLA) and the Justice and 
Equality Movement (Jem). The government 
has admitted to responding with 'serf defense 
militias," but refutes any ties to a violent group 
called the Janjaweed. However many refugees 
from the Darfur say that shortly after govern- 
ment air raids on their villages, the Janjaweed 
arrived, attacking black Africans. They pillage 
the villages, murder men. and rape women. 
Many women from these villages are captured 
as sex slaves for the Janjaweed, reportedly for 
a week or longer. 
The article goes on to cite that about two 
million people have been displaced and living 
in refugee camps as a result of this crisis. If a 
refugee strays too far from camp, possibly to 
look for firewood, they run the risk of getting 
attacked by Janjaweed that may be roaming 
on the outskirts of camp. 
So what are the United States and the 
United Nations doing about the situation in 
Darfur? The fate of these people depends 
upon a matter of jargon and technicalities. Is 
this situation genocide/ So far human nghts 
groups, the US congress, and former Secretary 
of State Colin Powell all classified the situation 
as genocide. However, the United Nations has 
not. They have declared that war crimes have 
taken place but not genocide. This slight differ- 
ence in terminology means major differences 
in action taken to resolve the crfslv 
If the United Nations declared that the 
situation in Darfur was genocide then they 
would legally be compelled to take action. 
The United Nations feels that while murder. 
maiming, torture, and sexual slavery have 
been taking place in Darfur earning the 
title of war crimes, the Sudan government 
does not have the objective of genocide. 
However the label of genocide is not totally 
ruled out by the UN. If the war crimes are 
Investigated by the International Criminal 
Court (ICC), through their findings, they 
could declare the situation genocide, and 
finally force the UN to take more action. To 
complicate this situation, the United Suites, 
who labeled the situation as genocide, has 
an official stance against the ICC. One* 
possible solution suggested by the United 
States is to set up a special war crimes tn- 
bunal separate from the ICC. 
Whether the situation in Darfur is investi- 
gated though the ICC or separate courts, one 
point that must not be forgotten are the peo- 
ple in Darfur, today, suffering. While politicians 
and UN officials discuss semantics, women are 
repeatedly raped, men slaughtered, and thou- 
sands of people left to flee from their homes. 
So what can you do as a JMU student 
to make a difference in the Darfur region? 
Stay informed, research online, and spread the 
word about the situation. Do not be disc our 
aged by the fact that this conflict is taking 
place in some distant region, or by groups of 
people you may not have heard of until this 
point. What matters is now that you have 
heard of this region and the atrocities com- 
mited against its people, you have the oppor- 
tunity to do something about it. 
Virginia Senator Information: 
George Allen 
204 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington DC 20510 
202-224-4024 
John Warner 
22S Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington DC 20510 
202-224-2023 
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JMU Interaction 
Culture in the 
Valley 
The Rest of the World 
is Only as Far Away as 
We Make it 
Edelweiss, located just south of Staunton 
off 81, is a fine taste of Bavarian cuisine right 
here in the Shenandoah Valley. Even/ part 
of this place will make you feel German 
culture, from the food to the entertainment 
provided by men dressed in Lederhosen 
and playing the accordion every Friday and 
Saturday night from 6:00-9:00 Edelweiss 
meets the needs of meat lovers and veg- 
etarians alike with their wide variety of fish, 
meats and vegetables, not to mention their 
desert showcase including a delicious black 
forest cake. A++ 
Visit their website for more information 
about this great find:   ht'i<        M- 
Fun Global Facts 
1. What country has the highest sugar 
intake per person per year in the world? 
2. Which  country  is  home to the 
world's busiest subway system? 
3. There are only two countries in the 
world that border three oceans, what are 
they? 
4. There is a city called  
The Children of Sudan 
It seemed like a mundane proj- 
ect repeated by elementary stu- 
dents all over the world, to draw a 
picture that represents your coun- 
try.' Yet, the children participating 
In this exercise were not average 
elementary students. These stu- 
dents were victims of unimaginable 
violence and famine. As a volun- 
teer summer teacher at a refugee 
school established in Cairo, Egypts, 
I watched as each child painted 
their life on the blank sheets of 
paper. Most of the children had 
lost mothers, fathers or siblings in 
Sudan Some were forced to wit- 
ness best friends trampled under- 
neath the horses and camels of 
the ruthless janjaweed militias. 
Others depicted the animals and 
landscape of the Darfur, symbols of 
the true Sudan they loved. These 
scenes were depicted with guns, 
blood and despair. Yet, even out of 
such violence arose hope. Stripped 
of all dignity and sense of being, 
each child was being taught to turn 
their hatred into hope. They had 
experienced more terror at ten 
years of age than I shall ever, yet 
they were the ones who held their 
composure. What could 1 do? The 
question tormented me until I real- 
ized that I could share their stones, 
share their past, but more impor 
tantly, share their hope 
-Ryan Joyce is a Senior. Political 
Science Major who spent the sum- 
mer of 2004 working as a music 
and art teacher in a Sudanese refu- 
gee school in al-Ghamra district of 
Cairo. Egypt 
 on every continent. 
5. What country is the only one with- 
out a rectangular flag? 
6. This one country experiences every 
type of climate in the world, on its soil. 
Did you know  
If the world's total land area was divid- 
ed equally among the world's people, 
each person would get 8.5 acres!! 
Like what you've 
read here? 
Email us! 
upb_ica@yahoo.com 
Answers: 
1 Israel. 2 Russia, 3 US and Canada, 
4 Rome, 5. Nepal. 6 New Zealand 
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Cartoon reprinting warranted in college papers 
Though we are now nearing the one- 
month mark of noting in the Islamic world 
and protesting in the West — which is one 
month too long for anything started by a 
cartoon — homogenous campuses like 
JML' have remained relatively insulated 
from the mess. But as the loonv, toon-in- 
spired cnsis refuses to end, the college 
media are put in the increasingly difficult 
position fulfilling our duties to report the 
news without being canned for it. 
After pnnttng a few of the cartoons on 
their opinion page, along with an explana- 
tion for their publication, the editor in chief 
and opinion editor of the University of II- 
lim-is\ Daily Ulmi found themselves "sus- 
pended, pending an investigation into how 
the cartoons had ended up in the paper." ac- 
cording to The Sew York Times. 
In journalism, suspended'' is tanta- 
mount to "axed," a point not lost on the sus- 
pended editors. Acton H. Gordon, the for- 
mer editor in chief, told the Times that, "we 
did this to raise a healthy dialogue about an 
important issue that is in the news ... now, 
I'm basically fired." 
Fired he is; the lingering stink in the 
room is the reason why. Whether due to 
the idealistic age or the virginal journalistic 
experience of the staff, college newspapers 
have historically held their responsibilities 
to the student body in high regard. As bas- 
tions of free speech and critical thought, col- 
lege papers provide a real-world forum out- 
side of the oft-contrived classrooms where 
such speech and thought can be exercised. 
It is worth noting how the terronsts 
criticized by the cartoons make use of the 
media. The whole concept of terrorism 
hinges upon the news truthfully reporting 
the news. More than death and destruc- 
tion, terror seeks to utilize the media of the 
terrorized to affect policy change — it is 
not an attempt to sway those who die, but 
those who survive. And as the truism pur- 
ports, pictures are worth a thousand words. 
lust as images of smoke pouring from the 
wounded side of the World Trade Center 
communicated Osama bin Ladin's message 
more than any paragraph of text could ever 
hope, images of the Prophet Muhammad 
with a bomb in his turban, or standing in 
heaven telling suicide bombers, "Stop, stop* 
We're out of virgins!" will more accurately 
communicate the furor that has occupied 
the headlines for the last month. 
The news media is for reporting the 
news. If it would be journalistically irre- 
sponsible for the media to neglect coverage 
of terrorist attacks, it would be just as irre- 
sponsible to neglect the cartoons behind the 
death, riots and protests. As Gorton told the 
Times, "my first obligation is to the readers 
this is news." This is not the Soviet Union, 
or even Pakistan (where editors also have 
been fired for reprinting the cartoons); op- 
erating within the First Amendment protec- 
tion of the press and journalistic responsibil- 
ity should not get college journalists fired. 
I.-"kid aam and pats to 
hreewdpW hotmailitini. 
Dan\ ,{ t',ii\ an \uhmiilrd ammymmii\ and 
/Htnietl m ■ 'p>ur amilaNe hosts Submiiuon* are 
hasrduptm imr pr'um'% opinion of a gi\rn MIUU 
lion, ptrum »r eitnl and do run neituatds reflect 
A "that-had-better-be-a-prosthetic-leg" dart to the girl I saw 
walking to her handicapped spot behind Harrison Half 
From a girl who would rather take the bus or walk the extra 10 
minutes than disrespect the less able-bodied students by abusing a 
lutndicapped sticker. 
A "girts-dig-guys-with-great-skills" pat to the kids practic- 
ing with their numchucks on the Quad last Thursday. 
From a sophomore who 'got a kick" out of watching your martial 
arts in action instead of reading poetry like she was supposed to. 
A "there-are-al ready -bushes-there" dart to the group of girls 
who felt the need to answer nature's call outside my apartment 
on Saturday night. 
From a resident that loved literally scaring the crap out of you by 
banging on the window 
A "you-might-want-to-have-that-looked-at" dart to the frat 
boy who constantly spreads his noxious gas around class. 
From the girl who sits behind you and thinks the class was hard 
enough before her nose hairs were singed. 
A "way-to-get-the-reason-for-the-season" pat to the won- 
derful students on the commons handing out free flowers for 
Valentine's Day. 
From a senior girl who. because of random acts of kindness like 
that, now has a million and one reasons to love JMU. 
the truth 
A "when-will-you-leam-to-be-classy?" dart to JMaddy.com 
and the girls in their pictures for yet again giving a whole new 
meaning to the word "trash " 
From a junior lady who is tired of seeing our df percent ratio por- 
trayed as the Tara Reids of higher ttbn \ 
LOVKR OF WOMEN, CONQUERKK OF NATIONS 
Meet Linwood Rose 
and flinging them around the 
room with only his mind, and 
on his way out. Rose gave away 
his gold medal to a young Eric 
Heiden, inspiring him to sweep 
all the speed skating events at 
the 1980 Lake Placid Games. 
His contributions to athletics 
are still seen today, most nota- 
bly through "American Gladia- 
tors," which Rose created after 
building an obstacle course in 
his backyard and running it non- 
stop for 72 days straight. On the 
73rd day. Rose thought to him- 
self "this would make for a good 
television show," and carried the 
obstacle course 400 miles on his 
back to Hollywood. 
While his physical exploits 
are world renown (In fact, schol- 
ars have slowly begun refer- 
ring to awe-inspiring efforts 
as "Linwoodian" rather than 
"Herculean."), Linwood Rose 
is an intellectual marvel of the 
highest echelon. Shortly after 
their famous 1972 chess match in 
Reykjavik, Iceland, Rose defeat- 
ed both American Bobby Fischer 
and Soviet Boris Spassky in a 
dual chess match without mov- 
ing a piece. Searching for a tasty 
late night snack in the mid-1980s. 
Rose combined several ingredi- 
ents in his refrigerator to create 
what our modern society refers 
to aa "the taco." Of his many 
inventions, the most notable are 
nuclear power, cement, the In- 
ternet, panda bears, waffles, the 
measles vaccine, the Cincinnati 
Bengals, the Patrick Swazye epic 
"Red Dawn" and the Bowflex 
Home Gym. Currently, Rose de- 
votes two hours each day (4 to 6 
a.m.) to create a pill that will both 
cure all known diseases and turn 
human waste into zero emission 
Eremium octane gasoline (he is 
alt way there). 
Unfortunately for us. Dr. 
Rose's magnanimous and hum- 
ble nature prevent him from ad- 
mining to any of these legendary- 
exploits, as he is far too modest 
to accept credit for the wealth 
of goodness he has given this 
world. If the life and works of a 
president are any indication of 
the quality of the academic insti- 
tution he serves, then your deci- 
sion to study at James Madison 
University will be easier than de- 
ciding what you'll eat for lunch 
today (go to D-hall, it's not a 
suggestion). Good luck, future 
Dukes, and may the power of the 
Linwood inspire you to achieve 
excellence in all things. 
Bobby McMahon is a senior 
political science major, and asks 
tour groups not to point and stare 
at him like a zoo animal while he 
is eating his lunch. 
■v BOIBY MCMAHON 
SENIOR vmrtx 
Salutations, prospective stu- 
dents. It is my distinct pleasure to 
welcome you and vour parents to 
CHOICES day, and I hope your 
day at fames Madison Univer- 
sity will prove helpful in your 
transition from naive high school 
student to rip-roaring collegiate. 
Today, many of you will meet 
and speak with our dynamic and 
visionary president Dr. Linwood 
Rose, and I would like to supple- 
ment your experience by telling 
you the story of this incredible 
man. While the awe-inspinng 
and downnght face-melting facts 
of Dr. Rose's life remain unbe- 
knownst to many, my crack team 
of investigators has spent seven 
years in the backlogs of history to 
discover the most face-meltingest 
events of Rose's life. On behalf 
of my team, I present his biog- 
raphy as a public service to you, 
so that you may gain insight into 
the man, the hero, and the legend 
known as Dr. Linwood Rose. 
As a young man. Rose discov- 
ered that he was the descendent 
of Irish Kings, and decided to 
swim to Ireland on his 18th birth- 
day, I.nfortunately, he was liv- 
ing in Eugene, Ore., at the time, 
forcing him to swim (in nautical 
jargon) "the long wav around." 
After five days, he swam up the 
River Liffey into Dublin, creating 
such a wake that he simultane- 
ously extinguished the fire burn- 
ing through the Guinness Factory 
at that time. As a thank you from 
a grateful nation, Irish President 
Eamon De Valera offered to make 
him king for eternity, but Lin- 
wood declined, knowing his des- 
tiny lay elsewhere. He returned to 
America that afternoon and trav- 
eled our nation for manv years in 
a Country Squire station wagoa 
fighting crime in rural commu- 
nities with nothing more than a 
rake and a flair for the dramatic. 
A run-in with Six Million 
Dollar Man Lee Majors (for the 
record, Linwood Rose is worth 
$62.7 million) awakened in Lin- 
wood the spirit of competition, 
and he devoted the next 10 years 
of his life to athletic excellence. 
Rose broke the world record in 
the Decathlon at the 1968 Mexico 
City Olympic Games, only to be 
disqualified later when authori- 
ties discovered that he had the 
gift of flight. Rose appealed the 
decision, arguing that it was 
Earth's yellow sun and not per- 
formance-enhancing drugs that 
gave him his power. At his ap- 
peal hearing, Linwood won his 
medal back by lifting the IOC 
Executive Board off the ground 
LUIW»*O  £»*et fm* 
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As environment worsens, ignoring problems will not make them go away 
1Y AlEX SlUNEY 
SCNJOJt WK/TfK 
The sky is falling. 
Or, to be more accurate, the sky is 
growing — thicker with greenhouse 
gasses and deadlier with UV radiation. 
Recent studies are suggesting the 
danger goes beyond the need for bet- 
ter sunblock, however. Global tem- 
perature is on the rise (0.6 degrees 
Celsius in a world where 4 degrees 
Celsius is the difference between tem- 
perate and Ice Age), the ice caps are 
melting, and low-lying, coastal coun- 
tnes are getting nervous. 
The scary thing, though, is the rel- 
ative inaction of the United States and 
world governments toward combat- 
ing this cnsis. Global climate change 
has the potential to alter, or even end, 
life as we know it, but our political 
frame of mind is focused instead on 
trivial, iingoistic concerns. 
Now, the truth is that these environ- 
mental processes are slow — that tem- 
perature rise happened over the last 140 
years — but they're speeding up to die 
punt that they may soon be irreversible. 
Some scientists expect a nse in global 
temperatures between 4 and 7 degrees 
Celsius in the next 100 years and a nse 
in ocean level of up to 88 cm. The cither 
truth, though, is that these pmcesses may 
soon be irreversible, and our inaction 
now may seal the fate of our children. 
If we do reach the point of no re- 
turn, the ocean will be able to maintain 
temperatures high enough that ice can't 
form in the winter and keeps melting 
in the summer, raising sea levels and 
water temperature worldwide. Species 
that can't adapt quick enough will go 
extinct, coastal areas will flood, and 
changing weather patterns will upset 
crop-growing seasons. 
This bleak picture may be prevent- 
able through intensive government 
support of "green" policies, but for that 
to happen, the public will have to make 
global climate change an issue. 
We have been distracted from 
this issue — one that threatens our 
society and the entire human race. 
We have been led down the paths of 
government-legislated morals such 
as the "sanctity of marriage," the 
right to an abortion and even the 
freedom to read anarchist literature 
in the library when the government 
should be concerned with protecting 
the sanctity of society. 
Don't misread this — the above 
issues are all very important to some 
people, but none of them threaten the 
integrity of our society, no matter how 
many paranoid worst-case scenarios 
are invented. Ecological disaster to the 
extent we're staring down does threat- 
en our society, just like rape and ter- 
ronsm. These are all legislated against 
— the government's role is to legislate 
lust enough to protect society. It's tune 
we insisted on an aggressive stance on 
protecting the world ecosystems from 
our politicians — not just the tongue- 
in-cheek references to hydrogen cars. 
Government action, is, sadly, the 
only way meaningful change can be 
made. Until there are no other op- 
tions, grass-roots efforts, however no- 
ble, cannot bring the broad and rapid 
change necessary — just look at how 
many people don't even recycle on 
campus or at how many people still 
shop at Wal-Mart. 
It's been argued that the economic 
cost of protecting the environment as 
thoroughly as necessary is staggenng 
— the same argument used by the non- 
recycler or Wal-Mart shopper above 
— but, unfortunately, the cost of inac- 
tion is greater. The long-term economic 
forecast for a world with a starving 
population facing spectacular natural 
disasters is not a good one. 
Perhaps that is the answer, though 
— one columnist has suggested that the 
world's population is simply too large 
to be sustained If we let things contin- 
ue, perhaps the system will correct itself 
that way, as it is wont to do. I, however, 
wouldn't want to be one of the 3 billion 
people he says we need to lose. 
I'd rather find a way to fix the sky. 
Alex Sirney is an anthropology/ 
SMAD major who welcomes comments 
at sirneyac. 
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Students pay for entertainment at all costs 
■v GARRETT HOOE 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
James Madison's — and 
soon to be Virginia Tech's — 
student-run entertainment Web 
site, IMaddy.com, has drawn 
widespread attention lately for 
contentions made by Clamour 
magazine in its March 2005 is- 
sue regarding illicit pictures 
and videos of women. 
In case you missed Rachana 
Dixifs article in last Thursday's 
issue of TV Breeze, the owners of 
JMaddy.com. Shy Pahlevani and 
Collin CBrien. are filing a law- 
suit against Glamour in reaction 
to the printing of false informa- 
tion in the women's magazine. 
The two main points of dispute 
are that there were pictures of 
drunken students who were 
completely naked, and that a 
JMU student's underwear was 
revealed in front of a |Maddy 
camera. The owners of the Web 
site maintain that there were 
no naked pictures of students 
on JMaddy.com. nor was there a 
JMadd v camera in the area of the 
student's "indecent exposure.'" 
When investigating IMaddy. 
com, Pahlevani and O'Brien's 
goal of entertainment appear 
to be met. The update ticker 
on the left lets students know 
what is going on around Har- 
risonburg, new videos that 
have been posted on the site, 
and deals on Spring Break des- 
tinations for the financially 
challenged   student   (i.e.,   ev- 
eryone). Smack in the middle 
of the page, for good reason 
I would say, is a picture of a 
scantly clad |Maddy swim- 
suit girl, with the purpose of 
advertising IMaddy's student 
swimsuit calendar Sports Illus- 
trated should take notice. And 
in what many would argue is 
the nexus of JMaddy-ness, the 
monthly "Hottie and Gent" 
students are displayed on the 
right, beckoning the click of 
your mouse. 
Students also can share 
notes for classes that they have 
missed through a page called 
(not surprisingly) "class notes." 
But the aforementioned videos 
are a true riot. From watching 
diehard Redskins fans to seeing 
David slay Goliath with a pil- 
low on Godwin field (if you've 
seen the video, you know who 
I am talking about), there is no 
shortage of entertainment. 
But entertainment seems 
to be precisely the problem. 
How far should Pahlevani and 
O'Brien go? The "mission state- 
ment" ofIMdtfify.com says. 'The 
only thing that matters here at 
fMaddy.com is to see that stu- 
dents are happy and are getting 
exactly what they want and ex- 
pect on the site. Not affiliated 
with JMU." Judging by the 
content, a significant number 
of students want and expect 
stories, images, and video of 
drunken classmates. 
Like most college students, 
I enjoy JMU's excellent social 
scene. From Finnegan's Cove to 
Highlawn and every house and 
apartment complex in between, 
there is ample opportunity for 
inebriation. The issue then be- 
comes how much 1 want to pro- 
mote my social activities to oth- 
ers, both within and outside of 
the JMU community. Usually, 1 
do not let everyone know what 
I did on a Thursday or Friday 
night but rather just my friends 
(much to their pleasure). How- 
ever, anyone with the Internet 
can access JMaddy.com and see 
what it is JMU students "want." 
If the public representation of 
JMU students becomes predom- 
inately sloppy drunkenness — 
however funny it is (and some of 
it is) — then there is a problem, 
because this is not how most stu- 
dents want to be seen. 
JMaddy.com has influence on 
JMU social culture, to be sure. 
And there are many positive 
things for JMU student image on 
the Web site. Yet with influence 
comes responsibility. I think, for 
sources of amusement, it is fine 
to see what some of JMU's beer 
pong team is doing on a given 
weekend, provided they are OK 
with it. But if JMaddy wants to 
become a true force (and it can), 
it must paint a more accurate 
picture of JMU students. Should 
it not, it risks becoming irrele- 
vant for student representation 
and will draw the ire of a major- 
ity of students. 
Garrett Hooe is a senior po- 
litical science major. 
Governor's Fellows Program 
Progran Goab 
The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of outstanding and 
highly motivated individuals the opportunity to experience firsthand the administration of state government 
inthrCoinBrnnrattb Established in 1982, the Governor's FellowsProgram brings exceptional students 
with creative ideas to stale government — an experience that often leads to careers in public service. 
Eligibility Requirements 
Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled as degree candidates in a graduate or 
professional school. Applicants must be enrolled in a Virginia college or university or must be a Virginia 
resident if enrolled in an out-of-state institution. They must also have a demonstrated comm itment to 
excellence loacademlcs, proven leadership ability, and involvement in extracurricular activities and 
community service. The selection of Fellows w ill be based solely on merit, without regard to race, sex, 
national origin, religion, age. disability, or political affiliation 
Length of Program 
Fellows w ill be required to work full-time in Virginia state government. The 2006 Governor's Fellows 
Program will begin Monday. June 5,2006 and continue through 
Friday, July 28, 2006. 
Auigimeats 
Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's Office and in various agencies throughout 
the Executive Branch. The program attempts to match Fellows with compatible assignments according to 
background, interests and future goals. 
Finding 
State funds are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program. However, in previous years, colleges and 
universities have distributed stipends to the Fellows selected from (heir institutions. Institutions are urged to 
make summer grants available Applicants who will require financial assistance in order to participate in 
the program should discuss this matter with school officials before applying. 
Office of the Senior Vice President for Student Affairs and University Planning 568-3685. 
Application 
The deadline for applying for tie Summer 2004 Fellows Program h 
5 p.m. Mirch 8,2006. 
For application aid addkiaial Iiformatioi please see this website: 
http://www.govemor.virginia.gov/ServingVirginia/fellows.cfm 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
'Elite' Americans unfairly avoid taxes 
Just a brief word in response to Craig Finkel- 
stein's (Letters to the Editor, Feb. 16) comments on 
the federal tax system. It is true that those in the 
upper income brackets pay more income tax. how- 
ever, the problem with the tax code is that that is 
not where the elite maintains its economic largess. 
Most elites are not dependent in any way on income 
as in wage income, for their survival. As you move 
up the tax bracket for many, less than 10 percent of 
their economic wealth is garnered from what we 
would recognize as taxable adjusted gross income 
in the traditional sense. Taxes on these alternative 
kinds of wealth an? few and far between and have 
been decreasing since the 80s. Another problem is 
the "assets in common" problem where a lot of the 
expenses of the elites are charged as corporate ex- 
penses which an? taxed to companies if at all, and 
quite often are written off as the costs of doing busi- 
ness. So when people are going to analyze the "tax" 
system and its relative fairness across AGI catego- 
ries, it is really insufficient to look wholly or even 
primarily at "income" tax. The tax system is deemed 
regressive because it taxes those who rely solely on 
income for their wealth and allows those who are 
not dependent on income to pay no taxes at all (and 
that's at both ends) resulting in the so-called "mid- 
dle-income squeeze" where you make too much to 
escape tax and not enough to escape loss of wealth. 
Add in the virtual evisceration of estate and inhen- 
tance taxes in the last 20 years and the wealth prob- 
lem is exacerbated. So you may be totally correct in 
making your points about the article to which you 
responded, but it is equally short-sighted to consid- 
er income tax the whole or even the major part of the 
tax system or of debates about its fairness 
Dr. Nikitah Imam 
associate sociology and anthropology professor 
million sportsmen in Texas and in 2005 there were 
only 29 reported accidents That is about 0.00001 
percent of hunters involved in an accident, accord- 
ing to the Texas Parks & Wildlife Website. Nation- 
al nunting accident numbers are very similar. 
Jeremy Shepherd 
senior athletic training major 
No one wins in JMaddy.com lawsuit 
I read both The Breeze article, "(Maddy v. 
Glamour," and the Glamour article, "Gick here 
for your worst drunken nightmare" (March 20115). 
Glamour's expose" on photographers taking ad- 
vantage of drunken women is bone-chilling but 
wrongfully puts JMaddy.com is the same light of 
drunkcampusgirh.com. JMaddy isn't malicious, it's 
just dumb. It's another CollegeHumor.com that dis- 
gracefully associates itself with JMU. 
JMaddy sends a cameraman to take footage of 
both JMU males and females getting drunk, acting 
obscene and exposing skin. Some JMU students 
choose to submit their own photos to the Web site. 
They are just desperate for attention (normal people 
who want to share pictures do it on Facebook with 
their friends, not a commercial Web site) and are too 
lame or uncreative to do the funny things in the pic- 
tures without getting wasted first. And who can for- 
Set the JMaddy swimsuit girls? They recently made 
le JMaddy calendar and then posed "naked" be- 
hind a JMU blanket for the Rocktown Weekly. While 
they have every right to take off as much clothing 
and nib as much oil on their bodies as they want for 
a photographer, when they attach JMU's name to it, 
their actions become offensive. No one is naked on 
the JMaddy Web site, though everyone seems to be 
thnlled at having their picture taken, and if there's 
any foul play caught on tape, it isn't posted. 
It's great that someone in our country is inno- 
cent until proven guilty and it's unfortunate that 
Whitehead, a possible victim, only has her word to 
back her up. In the legal sense, JMaddy hasn't com- 
mitted a crime, but isn't it amazing that on a cam- 
pus that is majority female, 'The" party Web site is 
still dedicated to exploiting th<- feminine body' 
Deborah Schoelwer 
senior art education major 
Cheney hunting accident not standard fare 
In response to the House Editorial from Feb. 
16, which said, "...Democrats have instead seized 
upon what — in the great state of Texas aj ItMst 
— is a fairly common accident," I would like to 
point out that hunting accidents are not "fairly 
common" in Texas. There are approximately 2.86 
Editorial policies 
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged. Letters 
should be no longer than 250 words, must include a phone number for verification and can be e- 
mailed to breezeopinion@hotmail.cofn or mailed to MSC 6805 G1, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Hamsonburg, 
VA 22807. The Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissions for length or grammatical style. 
The houte editorial reflects the opinion ol the editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion oi any 
individual staff member of The Breeze 
Editorial Board: 
Nathan Chiantella, editor in chief 
Knsten Creen. managing editor 
Brian Goodman, opinion editor 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff, or lames Madison 
University 
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Breakfast Pizza__ 
Served Sat. and Sun. mornings 
^SSSlw^y EVERY SundaV morning... 
^•wr**.****-*"'*        "Create-your-own Beverage Bar" 
Buy one lunch buffet with a drink 8c 
GET ONE FREE 
*/n«w/ present this coupon * 
Call for delivery: 54O-438-OOO3 
95 South Main St. 
Harrlsonburg, VA 22801 
540-442-9923 
Open 11am - 2am 
7 days a week 
DARE TO BE BARE 
Only 2 weeks until spring break, 
there is still enough time to treat 
yourself with: 
Laser Hair Removal 
Microdermabrasion 
Laser and Skin 
Rejuvenation 
YOU DESERVE IT! 
Call Today for a 
FREE Consultation 
340.442.754(> 
1589 Port Republic Road Suite 1 
www.valleylaserandskin.com 
$25 off 
any procedure or 
$100 off 
any package 
Valley Lose 
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EJ/ERY HOT CHICK IS A FAN OF 
THE'BREEZE 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Old European Cut Diamond 0.44Cts. 
Clarity - SI I Color - FG 
I920's Platinum Filigree Setting 
This Week $750 
•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com 
& JEHurzle* 
Sudoku 
9 2 4 
1 3 6 9 
4 2 3 1 
9 2 3 
5 8 
7 1 2 
6 4 9 7 
1 4 8 3 
8 9 2 
Store Hours 
Monday-Friday 9am-10pm 
Saturday 10am-8pm cooa Lj0n Shopping Center      Hamsonburg Dossing Stropping Center 
Sunday   12pm-8pm 433 9989 43SB888 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: * * # # <jr 
© 2006 brainfreezepuzzles.com 
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Congratulations 
to the following 
for having the highest 
cumulative or semester GPAs 
within their individual chapters 
_ 
Daniel Callahan AKA 
Jeffrey Samson AKA 
Kenneth Ratcliff AX 
Christopher Crawford AX 
Alexander Black FIJI 
Justin Sacks FIJI 
WilliamaatterbuckKA 
John Kngrran KA 
Paul Darn KE 
Ross Buerlein K2 
Phillip HortonAXA 
Tyler Downs AXA 
Jeffrey BrunchgeriKA 
Bradley Hires I1KA 
David Sraw ITKO 
Patrick Bateman nK<D 
ToddHuttoIX 
Jay Carperter IX 
James Foster IN 
Nathan Srrith IN 
Jeffrey MullerOX 
Bradley lands OX 
Brandon White TKE 
Seth Fomal TKE 
4 .   o 
!•$-;••<,%-- 
Amanda Gallagher AO 
Kristen Atkins A* 
Lindsay Turrer AIA 
Kellie Brown AIA 
Amy Baker AIA 
Laura Wilson AIA 
Rebecca Walmdey ATT 
Laura Hall AIT 
Kathryn Firch AIT 
Joanne Ruppecht AIT 
Laura MacNaughtonAAA 
Kristen Harrison AAA 
Bridget Schultz AAA 
Laura Ulmer AT 
Lauren Chlds AT 
Amanda Black IK 
Jamie Specter IK 
Lindsay Smith IK 
Julia Henry IK 
Kristin RootHI 
Heidi JenningsIII 
Kristen O'Connor ZTA 
Mdanie RudolphZTA 
Ashley ferry ZTA 
Diane Ainge ZTA 
Greek of the Month 
Congratulations to 
Jason Robinson of 
Phi Gamma Delta 
for being selected the 
February Greek of the Month! 
Jason has served as Scholarship Chair, 
Fundraising Chair. Social Chair, New 
Member Educator and is currently serving as 
Historian and serves on the Executive 
Council. 
Congratulations Jason! 
Thanks to everyone for their support and help towards the 
success of recent philanthropic events for 
Alpha Phi's A-Phiasco and 
Delta Gamma's AnchorSplash! 
Check out upcoming events from other chapters 
We would like to recognize the follow fraternity men and women who 
received individual recognition at the 2008 Fraternity/Sorority Life 
Excellence Awar da. 
Fraternity Ma n of the Year- Nathaniel Clarkson 
Soro rity Woman of the Year -Sarah Keck 
Living the Ritual of a Sorority - Is aba lie Baumann 
Living the Ritual of a Fraternity - Lea B rooka 
Outstanding Se nlor Member of a Sorority - Kim berty Komar 
Outstanding Se nior Member of a Fraternity - Davidson Hutfish 
Outstanding Ad visor of a Sorority - Donna Harper 
Outstanding Advisor of a Fraternity - Dr. CUve Mailman 
Outstanding New Member of a Sorority - Amanda Da ulinger 
Outstanding New Member of a Fraternity - Shaun Soden 
Outstanding Sorority Volunteer of the Year - Jilllan Treacy 
Outstanding Fraternity Volunteer of the Year - John LoCicero 
Outstanding Executive Board Member of a Sorority ■ Laura Romaniello 
Outstanding Executive Board Member of a Fraternity-Stephen Blane 
Order of Omega: Outstanding Leede rship and Scholarship - Philip Giordano 
Order of Omega: Ou Islanding Leede rship and Scholarship -Ashley Wlrth 
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AARON S-rEWARP«a#phwtrafJ*, 
Shane Hlnas and The Trance played at Daves Downtown Taverna Saturday night. The band, which claim* Its musical Influences date back to our parents' generation, combines dhler 
errt sounds to fashion Its own style. 
in the mix 
Local band combines different genres, influences to create a unique sound 
■Y ERIN SANDERS 
CONTRIBUTE WK1TZR 
Shane Mines and The Trance has looked to its roots lor inspiration. The band, claiming early 
roots in music from family talent and an early exposure and affinity for classic n»ck, played at 
Dave's Downtown Taverna Saturday night. 
I lines and the band has melded together greats like |imi Hendnx and I he Beatles to produce its 
own killer sound. Its second song in the set, "So Strong," was a release off of the album Sweet Soul 
Suicide and had a sound reminiscent of the Counting Crows, "So Strong" had thes,mie tcv-tapping 
pure fun that got the audience moving. 
The band was able to bnng in old favontes with a new twist. A prime example was the third 
song; most simply defined as Guster meets Mighty Mighty Bosstones meets Jason Mraz meets Smash 
Mouth. The band has developed distinct jazz and blues undertones, which come out strong, especial- 
ly throughout their third album Zoe, which they are currently promoting. It has a more mature sound 
than 2004's Sweet Soul Suicide, but both have something to offer to any listener. Hines's powerful, 
smoouYvocals in the song "Let Co" bellowed "OK, here I am/ Batter up/ This time I'll never let go." 
Many of the tracks from both albums play on regret and learning from past mistakes. The deep lyrics 
were accentuated by the vocal cnMOtndoi Bfld whole notes of Hines's commanding voice. 
Mines and the Trance has developed a uniquely pure alternative sound, clean cut and fresh. Zoe 
is .in album you could easily put on repeat, intriKluce their music to all your friends and follow 
them all the wav to the top, at which point you feel a slight pain of jealousy when their name starts 
to turn up in evervdav convention. 
Whether it is through their addictive eclectic and trancv sound, peaking with climaxes ami 
cliffs, Hines says, "I'm going to tr\ all ni\ favorite lines" to gel VOW (0 t heck them out In "Begin 
Again.'' Mines belts that "I know. I know I'm going to wake upevery day/ St) affirmation! then 
tell myself that I'm nothing short ol peat" and anyone who was at Dave's on Saturday night 
knows it now too I he band has recent k gotten press m a few prestigious arenas, including their 
appearance on the WB's "Daily Buzz" this past April. Hincs, who has shared the stage with well- 
known groups like Tonic and Cake, will be performing sharing tin- stage with [osh kellev today at 
Alexandria's 1 he Birchmere. 
The third single off of Zoe also has been added to Alternative Addiction's Top 10 Unsigned Bands 
List, an online site that promotes everything alternative. The band has recently been nominated to be 
one of the bands to open for O.A.R. and Dave Matthews on tour this summer. To hear more spin on 
the band, or to find links to cast your votes, go to sianehines.com or myspace.comhhanehnn- 
JMU senior pens play for Theatre II 
'Best Supporting' questions selfishness, pride 
You may not realize It, but if s all about Seacrest 
'Idol' host on fast track to rule entertainment world 
BY MONICA BOOKER 
STMI WRTTIR 
"Best Supporting," a play written and 
directed by senior Kristen Long, is "a story 
about a young woman who faces some ma- 
jor obstacles during her first year of mar- 
riage," Long said. The play, which opens 
tonight in Theatre II, features a woman 
who goes through pregnancy alone while 
her husband is snipped off to Iraq; her im- 
mediate family also fights miscommunica- 
tion problems. Overall, the show expresses 
how love forces one to question "selfish- 
neta and pride." 
Beginning as a scene-writing assignment in 
professor Roger Hall's piavwriting class, "Best 
Supporting" soon developed into a full-length 
show 
The play focuses on such events as Sep- 
tember 11 and the War in Iraq "not so much 
politically," Long said, but centering on 
Long's interpretation of her generation's 
voice. 
"Just like everyone else in my genera- 
tion, I'm struggling to make sense of the 
new America we're living in, the one post- 
9/11, realizing that the world my children 
will gn>w up in will be profoundly different 
from the one of my childhood,'' Long said. 
Long won a national Kennedy Center 
American Theatre award for writing "Dead 
Horses Day," a play about the relationship 
between three sisters in the event of their 
mother's death. The Kennedy Center Amer- 
ican Theatre Festival featured a performance 
Of I tad Horses Day" in Jacksonville, Ha 
last week. 
"Best Supporting'' deals with "what life 
hands you and the importance of helping the 
ones you love do the same," Long said. 
"Best Supporting" opens Tuesday, Feb. 
21 and runs through Saturday Feb. 25 at 8 
p.m. in Theatre II. There will be a ticket pre- 
sale today from 4 to 7 p.m. Tickets are $2 and 
doors open at 7:30 p.m. 
■v LISA DE MORAES 
TH£ WA^h 
A hund red years from now, 
when viewers are watching 
documentanes about the early 
part of the 21st century, we are 
going to be defined by Ryan 
Seacrest. Ihink about that. 
Seacrest is the face of the 
most-watched program on 
television, "American Idol," 
and don't underestimate the 
important eol his role on that 
show He also has replaced 
both ( asc\ Kasem and I >ii k 
Clark — two cultural loom 
of the past millennium — as 
host of the world's most 
popular radio countdown 
show, "American lop 4(1' 
and as host of "Dick ( lark i 
New Year's Rockin' Bve « 
ABC. And, most recently, he 
signed a deal to become the 
face of cable network I ' as 
managing   editor   and   lead 
anchor of "E! News" and 
executive producer of the 
"Live From the Red Carpet" 
specials. How fitting, then, 
that I' Networks Pniaidanl 
and CEO Ted Harbert trot- 
ted otll Seacrest for the first 
da\ ol Winter I\ Press lour 
2iH*n during which, for 
maybe the first time in press- 
tour historv a hit of on air 
talent actually said, "What I 
do for a living is not rocket 
■dence." Which made us like 
Scacnet better. 
In tact, he went even fur- 
ther, likening what he does 
on the air to .in air traffic 
controller's job "Mv role is 
more as a conduit than any- 
thing  else     Alter   taking  a 
tew question*     When wm 
the last time you talked to 
former "American Idol" co- 
host Brian I >unkclman?How 
do VOU feel about being the 
butt  ol  so  many   late-night 
monologue jokes — Harbert 
introduced fashion designer 
Isaac Mizrahi and Giuliana 
DePandi, who will cover 
the red-carpet arrivals with 
Seacrest at the Golden Globes 
on Monday. 
Mizrahi noted nght off 
how thin Seacrest is, telling 
the reporters, "Clap for that." 
1 le also said he really liked the 
way actress Selma Blair looks 
in clothes because she's al- 
ways 20 pounds underweight, 
which, he explained, is a lot 
better than being 10 pounds 
underweight The fashion in- 
dUBtn is wonderful, isn't it? 
Though apparently pro- 
anorexia, Mizrahi noted 
sniffily that he is definitely 
"anti-plastic surgery." "Me, 
too," said Seacrest. "Obvi- 
ously. ' snapped Mizrahi. 
"Wow — I made a good de- 
cision," marveled Harbert 
from the podium. 
UREC's Love Yourself Fair to promote healthy bodies, minds 
Annual event educates students 
on self-esteem, image issues 
■v HAH CHIET 
ststOR MUTER 
In hopes of educating students on body image issues and 
helping to improve individuals' self-esteem, UREC will be boat- 
ing its annual "Love Yourself Fair" on Wednesday, Feb. 22 from 
4 to 6 p.m. 
Junior Alex Caspero, wellness manager of UREC, said the 
goa' of the fair is "to promote healthy body image and positive 
wellbeing." Caspero, who also ran the fair last year, says this 
event is usually kept small. "I think the fair is great lor students 
to interact on a more personal level with organizations and re- 
sources both on and off campus," she said 
The setup of the "Love Yourself Fair" will include booths of 
various organizations, including the Women's Resource Cen- 
ter. SI* ID. One in Four, Peers Reaching Others through Motion 
(P.R.O.Motion), Dining Services, a massage therapist |<ela\ tor 
Life and the |MU Dietetics Association There will be handouts 
and brochun-s available, and members of each organization w ill 
be present to answer questions. 
SEED — Stop Eating and Exercise Disorders — is an orga- 
nization that belongs to the Counseling and Student Develop 
ment Center. In addition to providing basic information about 
the organization. SEED will provide resources and tfitfraja on 
campus. Hilary Wing-Richards, associate dire, tor ol Sexual As- 
sault Prevention tor the Women's Resource ( enter, said SEED 
is participating in the tair to get information out there" so that 
people are aware there is help. 
"I embrace the 'l.ove Yourself Fair,'" Wing-Richards said. 
As we think about love and being loved, it is important to love 
one's self — to know you are valued beyond weight, body size, 
accomplishments and other societal myths about what makes 
one happy," she said. "Health of mind, body and spirit is im- 
portant." 
An organization that is no stranger to the "Love Yourself 
Fair" is One in Four. According to John Dewell, Graduate Advi- 
sor to the organization, "One in Four is dedicated to decreasing 
the incidence of rape and sexual assault." Dewell say* their par- 
ser MW pajrl] 
I 
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How To: Create a purer brew 
Washington, DC, coffee house owner sets rules for perfect creation 
»V TtRR*  SAntN/A 
mi HHHflMSIDMFOfr 
Cammon Ross knows 
Ins mtfee. As a manager ol a 
Caribou ( offtM in Washing 
ton, Ross oversees ihe prepa- 
ration of hundreds of cups 
each  day.  "Our coffee urns 
|hold| about 1.5 gallons, and 
we probably go through any- 
where between 15 to 20 urns 
in the morning," he IMS, 
"We are constantly brewing 
coffee in the morning." 
Household coffee makers 
don't get such constant use. 
Home brew machines typi- 
cally last three to five years, 
according   to   research   con- 
ducted by GevaHa Kaffe, a 
purveyor of .gourmet coffees. 
But at home, as at the corner 
cottoehouse, proper care and 
cleaning are critical. 
To ensure a quality cup 
tif coffee, the folks at Caribou 
can- tor their urns by thor- 
oughly washing them every 
other day using a commercial 
tablet cleanser and rinsing well 
Ivtw.vn each use Fillers are 
soaked nightly. At home, Ross 
lilK Ins collet-pot with ice, al- 
lows it |o melt slightly and adds 
lemon juice to swish amund. 
'The better you take can of 
your pot" Ross says, "the better 
coffee you're going to get." 
Gevalia advises cleaning 
your pot and machine once a 
month — or more — depend- 
ing on how often you use it. 
Doing so vxill allow the cof- 
l \i Kl \ |'A< Kaii.hr*>t,» 
fee maker to drip better and 
operate more efficiently by 
removing oily residue and 
mineral buildup. The proof 
will be in the first sip of the 
morning. 
Gevalia suggests a vin- 
egar and water solution as a 
cost-effective cleaning meth- 
od that will eliminate odors 
and help get nd of bacteria. 
— Pour a mixture of 2 
tablespoons of white vinegar 
and 12 cups of cold water 
through the coffee maker. 
— Run the coffee maker, 
letting it cycle through to the 
end. 
— Tum off the machine 
and let it cool. 
— If you can still see a 
buildup of coffee residue in 
the machine, repeat the pn>- 
cedure. 
— Run only water through 
the coffee maker. If the steam 
still smells like vinegar, repeat 
this step. 
— Wash the carafe and fil- 
ter (as you should after each 
C| with warm, soapy water, 
se. 
The look for men: Blazers 
•v SI/WM D'AMAIO 
llll M WilNCTON POST 
I here is some question about the origin of the word 
"blazer." but it is thought to have derived from the 
bnght ("blazing") red jackets once worn in upper-crust 
sports such as cricket and boating. If blazers were origi- 
nally the purview of the elite, they now seem to be tne 
verv definition of laid-back cool — closer in spirit to the 
track jacket than the three-piece suit. 
"If I want to make a casual outfit seem more classy, or 
a dressy outfit seem more approachable." says |ian DeLe- 
on, 20, of Fairfax, Va., "blazers are the common ground." 
The secret to sartorial success? Look for a blazer in 
a medium-weight wool (it's virtually seasonless) with 
traditional elements such as pinstripes, brass buttons 
or elbow patches (but not all three at once, unless you 
want to look like you got dressed in Grandpa's closet). 
The fit, by contrast should be sleek and scaled down: 
single-breasted and narrow in lapel and shoulder, with 
a sleeve that stops right at the wrist. Finish with a shot 
of saturated color or crafty details. 
leans are an obvious choice with this style, but Dickies 
work pants corduroys and even dressier slacks can also 
work, as long as they have a straight slightly mod leg. Say 
no to the T-shirtHinder-a blazer look (Adam Brody and the 
Strokes ruined it for everyone eke). Polos and button-ups are 
fresher ways to give this fashion classic a new lease on life. 
"I wear blazers several bmes a week." says Adam Rob- 
inson, 27, of Washington. "I like them because they have a 
good cut but they're a bit more fun than a suit jacket" 
As for DeLeon, whose red |acket "reminded |him| 
of Willy Wonka": "I figured, hey, if I can look like 
lohnny Depp — cool!" 
NATE LANKFOBLV7V Htaifti/i>mi /■«« 
AM DeLeon. of Fairfax, Va„ I* the defini- 
tion of laid-back cool In hit red blazer 
Albert Brooks went off the beaten laugh track 
Albert Brooks said he made hit new film because he 
wanted to do something he wat afraid to do. 
Filmmaker searches for 
humor in Muslim culture 
•v PETEX KAUFMAN 
nil NHMMGION POST 
The audience applauded, the lights came 
up, and John Podesta, distinguished head of 
a liberal Washington think tank, stood before 
the crowd to praise the film thev had all just 
seen — "a wonderful movie," he said, that will 
"teach us something about ourselves." The di- 
rector, also present, responded with a plea for 
"human-to-human contact'" between Ameri- 
cans ,ind people elsewhere in the world. 
"Most people in societies really like each oth- 
er," he observed. Sen. |ohn Kerry, too, attended 
the advance screening, which was hosted Sun- 
day afternoon by Podesta's Center for Amen- 
can Pnigress, and added his own thumbs-up. "I 
think it's a very creative and challenging con- 
cept" the 2004 Democratic presidential nomi- 
nee told a reporter afterward. "It really opens a 
lot of different conversations." 
One moment, please. All of this earnest 
uplift and official Washington approbation 
for... an Albert Brooks movie? Albert Brooks, 
the Brillo-haired satinst of self-absorbed baby- 
boomer angst? The court jester of Hollywood, 
whose movie scripts and comedv albums have, 
for more than tnree decades, exposed and 
ndiculed the customs and hvpocrisies of the 
entertainment business? The sweaty schnook 
substitute anchorman of "Broadcast News"? 
That guy has wandered into the saintly realm 
°' goo-goo public service? Yes and no. 
It's the same man, all right, and for the 
first time he's confronbng subjects that domi- 
nate the news. But he's doing it in a peculiarly 
Albert Brooks way. His film, opening Jan. 20, 
is called "Looking for Comedy in the Mus- 
lim World." "The truth is, I wanted to grab 
my own career by the Ipnvate parts| again," 
Bnxiks says, "and I wanted to do something 
that I was scared to do." 
Over lunch Friday, he was discussing the 
genesis of the new film, the seventh he has 
directed and written (or co-written). He has 
starred in all of them, always playing some 
version of himself — a petty, worried, flum- 
moxed version. He is not reluctant to portrav 
himself thus: "I know what my comic charac- 
ter is" In "Looking for Comedy," there is less 
distance than ever between the man and his 
role. He plays, as indeed he is, a Los Angeles 
comedian named Albert Bnxiks, and there are 
facetious references to his roles in "The In- 
Laws" and "Finding Nemo,"both of which are 
on the real Brooks' resume. A character in the 
film mentions a previous Brooks movie, "Lost 
in America," and offhandedly cnbques it: 1 
thought the ending was tacked on, a little bit." 
This almost-Brooks is summoned to Washing- 
ton by a fictitious federal commission led by 
former Sen. Fred Dalton Thompson (playing 
himself). Ihe panel wants the comedian to 
undertake a month-long mission to India and 
Pakistan, where, in an effort to help America 
better understand Muslims, he will try to find 
out what makes them laugh. Then he will turn 
in a report — 500 pages, please, because any- 
thing less would be a waste of the commis- 
sion's money. Why me, among all of America's 
comedians. Brooks wants to know. 
"Quite frankly." Thompson replies, "our 
first few choices were working." Brooks is 
unsure untol Thompson suggests an ignoble, 
selfish motive, typically Brooksian: "I would 
think that the Medal of Freedom would do 
wonders for your acting price." 
And so, driven by visions of personal glory 
and complaining all the way. Brooks is off to 
New Delhi, where his awkward interactions 
with Muslims make up the bulk of the mov- 
ie. He is, needless to say, a gelilte fish out of 
water. The cast and crew shot about 40 days 
set BROOKS, page 11 
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Iceland makes the ideal quick "field trip." Get schooled in 
Geology (surreal landscapes) and Sociology (unreal nightscapes) 
while practicing a bit of Chemistry. 
SPRING BREAK IN ICELAND 
$ 
tt 
from 
per person, dbl occupancy 
Sunday and Monday departures. 
Includes transatlantic air, two nights hotel in Reykjavik. 
Iceland, Scandinavian buffet breakfast daily except 
arrival and airport/hotel transfers. 
To book, contact your travel agent, call (877) 435-7930, or visit 
www.icelandairholidays.com/springbreak for more packages 
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LOVE: Fair to feature booths from different campus organizations 
Free food, goodies to be given out during Wednesday's Wellness Passport event 
LOVE, from page 9 
ticipation in last year's fair was a great success. "We 
" tn Me in gel in touch with many students who did 
not know about our group and it gave us a torum to 
speak with students on a one-on-ono basis," he said 
Senior Adam McNeil, president of One in Four, 
says he is excited to be representing his organization in 
the fair "I think One in Four is a great organization that 
looks to bnng about a positive change on our campus," 
he said "I think the concept of the Love Yourself Fair' 
is a truly great idea in that it is extremely important that 
you love yourself before you can truly love others." 
P.R.O.Motion will be another vendor at the fair. Ac- 
cording to Christina Rohrbach, coordinator of Croup 
Fitness at UREC, "Our mission is to act as agents for 
change by exciting, motivating and empowering indi- 
viduals to make educated, positive lifestyle choices." 
Senior Ashley Sawyer, co-president of 
P.R.O.Motion, says the organization hopes to "edu- 
cate students on the various aspects of self-esteem 
and body image and to offer a variety of wellness 
sources" at the fair. "It's about wellness in the emo- 
tional and mental aspect — why you do the things 
you do, why you treat your body the way you do, 
and making sure you have a healthy mentality about 
who you are. And then being able to love yourself 
and treat yourself right." 
Caspero encourages all students to come check 
out the fair, which also will count as a Wellness 
Passport credit. "We try and bring in vendors that 
we feel will be beneficial in getting our message 
across," she said. "And it's fun! Who doesn't like 
music, free food and goodies?" I .AI'KFN PACKn/1 .fi<*rar 
IS SPIRITUALITY PRACTICAL 
INVESTIGATE .... ON THE WEB 
This book has changed millions of lives ground 
the world. Whether looking for better health 
A well-being or seeking life's deeper meaning, 
this inspired book can enrich your life!! 
Available at bookstores, libraries, Christian Science 
Reading Rooms or call locally to order a copy: 289-5154. 
mi NELSON 
INSTITI "I'l 
presents 
Dr. Andrew G. Bostom 
Author of The Legacy of Jihad: 
Islamic Holy War and the Fate of Non-Muslims 
speaking on 
THE LEGACY OF JIHAD 
IN HISTORICAL PALESTINE 
Wednesday, February 22, 2006 
Harrison 1261 
7:00 PM 
<#&* -' l'.iw, 
Sponsored by the Nelson Institute in collaboration with tht 
College of Arts and Letters Visiting Scholars Prog-ram 
PUT YOUR 
ID GAMES 
0 BETTER USE 
Now trading PS 2, Xbox'\ Xbox 360", PSPM& Gamecube" 
games for new & pre-owned games or get store credit 
toward any item of your choice. 
visit the customer service desk at the 
Harrisonburq Circuit City store, located at: 
259 Burgess Road (540) 432 3051 
Just what I needed. 
BROOKS: Couch-potato filmmaker 
creates movies as distraction from world 
BROOKS, from page 10 
in India, says producer Herb Nanas. The budget was 
in the vicinity of a teensy $10 million, and Brooks 
(who, in previous films, has recruited as co-stars the 
likes o( Meryl Streep and Sharon Stone) is the only big- 
name actor. 
What brought all this on? Is Brooks, perhaps, 
an intrepid world traveler in his free time? "No! 1 
sit and watch television!" he says, apparently still 
amazed that he did this thing. The script's first draft 
completed before he ever set foot on the subconti- 
nent, fumed out to be all wrong, shot through with 
misconceptions. Brooks says the film is intended 
merely to loosen up a subject that has become rigid 
and intractable, to show Americans that most Mus- 
lims aren't faceless, fearsome zealots, and so forth. 
"Whether or not Osama bm Laden's gonna put a DVD 
m. laugh and say, 'You know what?Ths whole ihad thing is 
sillyf — rm not quite mat hopeful" he says. "But you gotta 
try, because the alternative is — and this is wrat was hap- 
pening to me — you sit and you watch the news and you 
Donate plasma 
live scared until wratTTtvatom tx»r*> gees oft?' 
We might assume that Bnxiks is the standard- 
issue Hollywood liberal, but we'd be assuming. He 
has never been public about his beliefs. He doesn't 
generally sign open letters and show up at rallies. 
Indeed, he nearly persuaded Nancy Reagan to 
come out of retirement and perform the title role of 
his 19% movie, "Mother." 
And Thompson, who last fall escorted John 
Roberts to his seat as chief justice of tha Supreme 
Court, trusted Bn>ok$ enough to appear in "Look- 
ing forComedy" without knowing what was in the 
script. (Brooks says Thompson simply asked him: 
"You're not makin' 'Fahrenheit 9/11/ are ya?" And 
he wasn't. Aside from one littlegibe about President 
Bush's sense of humor, "Looking for Comedy" is 
virtually free of partisan content.) Asked about his 
relatively apolitical reputation, Brooks points out 
that he has supported candidates and causes, gun 
control for one. "I work for things without tooting 
my own horn," he says. 
■HB^SSBHS 
The gift you give this 
year could be lllG. 
Stfw&spf 
GET A $5 BONUS 
Receive up to $200 
a month and give life 
to patients in need. 
540-801-0672 
269 Lucy Drive 
Harrlsonburg, VA 22801 
First Time Donors 
Present thk coupon on your flnt vt«t 
■5\ Donate plasma. 
HH      It's easy & simple. 
BioLife 
www.scopus.com 
Have you tried Scopus yet? 
It's the world's largest multi-disciplinary abstract and citation 
database and it's available to you via your library! 
Here's how Scopus can help YOU: 
• Saves you time: Search across 15.000 peer-reviewed 
sources from 4.000 international publishers, plus the 
scientific Web and patents, all at once 
• Get to the lull text articles you need quickly: Customized 
links available to the full text articles at your library 
• Keeps you in the loop: Create citation overviews with the 
Scopus Citation TrackerKo find out who's citing whom and 
what's hot in research right now 
• Helps you with your grant and tenure applications: 
Find the information you need quickly and easily 
• Keeps you from losing marks: Create a bibliography in 
1 of 9 popular styles with QuikBib 
• Keeps you up to date: Set up search and citation alerts 
Join us to find out more at the Festival on February 21st 
from 11 AM to 2 PM. We'll have refreshments and some 
fun prizes to give away! 
Scopus. Try it. You'll like what you find. 
Scopus is brought to you by: 
.JAMES 
MADISON 
UNIVERSITY. 
See JMU Libraries' other databases at hllp //www lib imu edu/databases 
Please visit httpf/wwwlib.imu edu/nrnny for information about accessing 
Scopus and other library resources from ofl-campus 
SCC3PUS 
Find out. 
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Britain's hottest new, young band 
has listener's knickers in a twist 
'Subways'sweep rock 'nroll off its feet with debut album 
m Si MM CMVWM 
LOS ANGELES - llu- fim lime 
tin* Subw.ns played live in the United 
st.itcs, the ihoH lasted K' hours and 
consisted <>i just two sonas. Ih.it was 
last summer, when the  English ruck 
trio was on si-t for ■ I heCC" playing 
endless t.ikes and snippets of its IK. 
hits ROCK ft Koll Queen and "Oh 
Yeah" before .1 crowd »t actors 
It u.is realK strange,  said stngcr- 
guitarist Billy l.unn. 21, referring to s 
schedule that had the group thing in 
tt'i A one J.iv playing for s w sfiow 
the next and bouding a plane home 
the fallowing morning The brief trip 
was even stranger SUKC the Subway** 
had never been to the United Matt s 
But the threesome needed to get 
home    I heir dehut  album,   Young for 
Eternity, had iust been released over- 
seas, the Kind had stadium shows to 
play, and thealread) hyperboU< British 
nu'dia w ere panting tor more from the 
band that New \Ui>i,iil Express dubbed 
the sexiest thing to sweep rock 'n' roll 
oil its feel in vears. 
Now the tren/\ is spreading to 
the United States, when- Rotk & Roll 
Queen" was ranked in the Top 30 on 
modern-rock radio charts, even though 
the record wasn't released in this coun- 
try until Valentine's Day. 
With everyone's knickers in a twist 
over the group, you'd expect to sniff at 
least I wmfl M . o, kiness from the Sub- 
way*, which includes bassist Charlotte 
Cooper. L9(she s aIM>engaged to Lunn) 
and l.unn's l^-vear-old brother, |osh 
Morgan, on drums. But onstage and 
in person, the three don't act the part 
of "Britain N hottest new band," "the 
next big thing" or "the cocky, brash 
perfection of the year," as they've been 
dubbed in magazines across England. 
During their first U.S. concert — at 
a Los Angeles club last November 
— their performance was grounded in 
smiling exuberance rather than swag- 
ger. The tew times they spoke to the 
audience were mostly to say polite 
little thank-yous. 
"We're a very new band," said Coo- 
per, a bird-like blonde who tends to flit 
around the stage, shaking her hair all 
Sassoon-like. "We know it could go ei- 
ther way, and we're going to work re- 
ally, really hard to try and play to as 
many people as we possibly can 
They're well on their way. Last 
month, the group played Australia tor 
the second time. This month, it's Japan. 
In March, after Young for Eternity hits 
stateside, they'll speed across theUnited 
States. It's an impressive track record 
especially since as recently as October 
2(104, Lunn was paying his dad about $20 
a day to drive the band around England 
tor a tour they'd booked themselves 
I heir paths enissed.it.i local swimming 
dub. After five months of stealing glances 
at each other across pool lanes, Lunn got 
drunk on wine at a Christmas partv and 
worked up the courage to ask Cooper out 
They've been dating ever since. 
For a while, the future members of the 
Subways spent their time hanging out 
with Cooper sitting on the sidelines as 
Lunn and Morgan jammed "in that whole 
Hendrix thing of being really raw and just 
improvising for five hours," Lunn said. 
After a while that got tiring, Lunn 
said, and Cooper was just sitting there, 
so he asked her to pick up the bass. 
The Subways were bom. 
SPENCER WEINER/i*s Angeles Times 
m Britain, the Subways are considered rock ¥ roll's 'next big thine.'' Band mem- 
bers Josh Morgan (M), Charlotte Cooper and BKy Lurm are now Invading the United 
Stetes wtth thek debut asoum. The band was ranked In the Top 30 on modanwock 
cherts, even though ths record wasn't released In the States urrtJ Feb. 14. 
EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF LIGHT 
At L'Idee Medical Spa 
OFFERING THE BEST IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND SKIN CARE 
LEVULAN PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY 
SEVERE ACNE 
ACTINIC KERATOSIS AND SUN DAMAGE 
LASER HAIR REDUCTION 
INTENSE PULSE LIGHT THERAPY 
PIGMENTATION DISORDERS 
LASER TREATMENTS FOR ROSACEA, 
PSORASIS & BIRTHMARKS 
MICRODERMABRASION AND 
CHEMICAL PEELS 
COMPLETE SKIN SARE PROGRAMS 
MINERAL MAKE-UP 
ITS YOUR LIFE AND IT CAN LOOK SO GOOD 
COME IN, BEGIN TODAY - CALL 437-1296 
www.lideemedicalspa.com 
What IMil Reads 
Easter Seals 
Ask about our paid SUMMER LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP and scholarships Earn college credit while gaming marketable skills. 
Visit the Army ROTC booth at the JMU Internship Eair on March 2, or contact 540-568-3633 or kjplinleOjmu.edu 
Creating solutions, 
.H.in,iin.i faies. 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
Looking for the best summer of your life? 
Easter Seals Virginia can help you find it. 
We are committed to helping people with 
disabilities gain greater independence. Join 
our dedicated team this summer at Camp 
Easter Seals Virginia in Craig County. We 
have job openings for camp counselors and 
program leaders (aquatics, horseback 
riding, music, nature, sports and more). 
Room, board and salary provided. For 
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at 
llightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at (804) 
287-1007, ext. 110. Visit our website to 
learn how you can make a difference. 
www.va.easterseals.com 
Ambitious 
Writers 
Wanted! 
The Breeze is looking for 
responsible and ambitious students 
who are interested in building a 
portfolio, getting invaluable 
journalism experience, and leaving 
a legacy at JMU. 
If that's you, e-mail 
breezeeditor@hotmail. com 
for more information! 
' 
SPORTS Matthew Stoss, Editor Mcagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor breezesports<ahotmaiUom THE BREEZE I www.thebreeze.org I MONDAY, FEB. 20,2006 I 13 
Madison's 
woes not 
on Keener 
2nd-year coach 
needs time to 
fa broken program 
It's not Dean Keener's 
fault. 
The JMU men's basketball 
team has all but assured its 
place as the worst team in JMU 
history with its loss Saturday 
to division one-and-a-half 
Longwood. The loss dropped 
the Dukes to 5-20 overall — a 
mere three from the 1985-'86 
Dukes, who, until 2006, were 
the worst team in JMU history. 
JMU has two regular-season 
games left. The first is Thurs- 
day when JMU hosts 19-8 Old 
Dominion, which is in fourth 
place in the Colonial Athletic 
Association at  11-5. The last 
FROM LIFT Fmo 
Mason Saturday, where Madi- 
son will most likely lose to the 
first-place team in the league. 
Mason is 21-5 overall and 14-2 
in the CAA. In their first meet- 
ing Jan. 14, the Patriots pasted 
the Dukes 65-43. GMU and 
JMU tip off at noon. 
This game, for some rea- 
son, also is on television. 
The Dukes probably will 
lose both of these, and a by a 
lot, too. They will also prob- 
ably lose in their first game in 
the CAA tournament, which 
will put them at the 23 losses 
required for the record. This 
also will not be Dean Keener's 
fault. 
When Keener was hired 
in April of 2004, he inherited 
a program in ruin. Sherman 
Dillard, the previous coach, 
did JMU athletics no favors. 
Dillard hadn't had a winning 
season since 1999-'00, and in 
his seven years as the Dukes' 
coach, he only had two. 
When Keener took over, he 
barely had any scholarships 
to work with and no time to 
bring in his own guys. The 
two he did get were signed 
in the spring and one was al- 
ready a junior. After the 2003- 
'04 season, JMU graduated its 
point guard (Chris Williams) 
and primary scoring threat 
(Dwayne Broyles). In 2004, he 
started a bunch of sophomores 
and walk-ons due to injuries, 
and at one point Keener was 
rotating six and starting walk- 
ons — one of which is now try- 
ing to be the third country mu- 
sic star out of JMU while the 
other one averages 4.3 minutes 
a game. 
The result? JMU went 6-22 
and 3-15 in the CAA and peo- 
ple wondered how it could get 
any worse. 
It does when you play four 
freshmen in a league domi- 
nated by seniors. When Old 
Dominion visits Thursday, the 
JMU faithful will see two All- 
CAA seniors in guard Isaiah 
Hunter and center Alex Lough- 
ton. Mason starts three seniors 
— all of which are pretty good 
(guards Tony Skinn and Lamar 
Butler and center Jai Lewis). 
JMU starts two seniors — one of 
whom has sacrificed considerable 
see STOSS. page 14 
Longwood defeats JMU 
Dukes lose to Lancers 
for first time ever, 
drop third-straight 
FARMVILLE — The JMU men's 
basketball team lost its third-straight 
game Saturday afternoon, losing 77-73 
to Longwood in front of 2,418 at Wil- 
ier! Hall. 
The win was Longwood's first ever 
over JMU. The last time the two teams 
met, was last year and Madison won 
72-70 in Harrisonburg. 
Longwood guard Brandon Giles 
hit four-consecutive free throws in the 
final 8.4 seconds to break a 73-all he. 
Giles finished with 21 points and was a 
perfect 5 of 5 from the floor (all 3-point- 
ers). He made 6 of 7 from the line. 
The Lancers (8-19) put four players 
in double-figure points and shot 52.1 
percent from the floor, including 54.5 
percent from beyond the arc. They were 
led by Maurice Sumter. who scored a 
game-high 27 points. 
JMU (5-20) also had four players 
finish with double-digit points led by 
senior guard Daniel Freeman, who 
dropped 16. Freshman forward Juwann 
James added 15 and    
seven rebounds, U--I. 
while freshman for- "*"" * 
ward   Kyle   Swan    Basketball 
ston scored  12 se-   e„...„■   
nior  center   David   Si""rday  
Cooper had 11 JMU 73 
JMU's next   Longwood    77 
game is Thursday 
when the Dukes host the Monarchs of 
Old Dominion (19-8,11-5 Colonial Ath- 
letic Association) at JMU Convocation 
Center. It will be televised on Comcast 
SportsNet and tip off is scheduled for 
7 p.m. 
JMU 39 34 — 73 
Longwood      38 39 — 77 
JMU — Kyle Swanston 4-10 00 12, 
David Cooper 5-7 1-1 11, Jomo Belfor 
0-2 2-2 2. Daniel Freeman 6-12 3-4 16, 
Juwann James 4-8 7-13 15, Joe Posey 0-0 
0-0 0, Lewis Lampley 0-10-0 0, Gabriel 
Chami 1-1 0-2 2, Colbey Santos 1-5 0-0 
3, Ray Barbosa 5-12 0-0 12. Totals 26- 
58 13-22 73. 3-pointers: Swanston 4-6, 
Freeman 1-7, Santos 1-4, Barbosa 2-6. 
Longwood — Clayton Morgan 5-15 
3-5 14, Brandon Giles 5-5 6-7 21, Dana 
Smith 0-3 2-2 2. Maurice Sumter 11-16 
5-6 27, Lamar Barrett 4-9 3-4 11, Kirk 
Williams 0-0 2-2 2, Husein Pistoljevic 
0-0 0-0 0, Chad Kosmo 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 
25-48 21-26 77. 3-pointers: Morgan 1-1, 
Giles 5-5, Smith 0-3, Sumter 0-1, Barrett 
0-1. 
19) 
Records: JMU (5-20), Longwood (8- 
— from staff reports 
AMV PAThRSON/f>/»*. rdilnr 
JMU Junior guard Ray Barbosa had 12 
points Saturday against Longwood. 
Home Sweet Home 
Dukes 11-0 in 
Convo this year; 
JMU amps GMU 
BV JAMES IRWIN 
SINK)* WRITE* 
Another day. another game 
and another home win. 
The JMU women's basketball 
team rode a career night from ju- 
nior center Meredith Alexis and 
ran its home record to U-0 Fhdav 
with a 67-39 rout o* the George 
Mason Patriots at the Convocation 
Center. 
Alexis scored career point No. 
l.i n»' midway through the first 
half,    had    a 
double-double 
at   the    inter- 
mission      and 
finished    with 
a    game-high 
26 points and 
13   rebounds. 
The   Hanover 
Township, Pa„ native was 
from the floor. 
"If s a major accomplishment," 
JMU coach Kenny Brooks said. 
"She did a good |ob getting into 
position and she's a big weapon 
for us. She was unbelievable to- 
night." 
The Dukes improved to 19-4 
overall, the program's highest win 
total since Bud Childers led JMU to 
a 23-10 mark in 2001. It was their 
seventh straight win. 
"I've been looking at these kids 
for the past three years and they're 
very good," CMU coach Debbie 
Taneyhill said of the Dukes. Wr 
know what they want to do but 
knowing it and stopping it are two 
different things." 
see WIN. page 14 
Women's 
Basketball 
Friday 
GMU 
JMU 
39 
67 
*10 of 12 
PHOIOS B> MINDI WMW.H-r'tMaffph-itot'mpI,.-, 
TOP: Dukes  Junior point guard Andrea Bonvenuto brings the ball up the floor. She finished wtth seven assists. LEFT: JMU 
Junior center Meredith Alexis scored a game-high 26 points. Including her 1,000th career, and grabbed 15 rebounds. 
Alexis scores 
lt000th point 
in Dukes' win 
BY MEACAN MIHALKO 
ASSISTANT (PORTS EDITOR 
Junior center Meredith 
Alexis needed 8 points to 
reach 1,000 career points in 
Friday night's game against 
conference opponent George 
Mason. 
She scored 26. 
Alexis surpassed the 1,000 
point mark after just six-and- 
a-half minutes of play and 
didn't look back. She had her 
35th career double-double, 
finishing the night with 13 re- 
bounds in addition to her 26 
points. 
"It feels pretty good," 
Alexis said. "I'm happy I got 
it out of the way." 
Alexis is the second play- 
er out of JMU's five start- 
ers to break the 1,000-point 
barrier. Junior guard Lesley 
Dickinson did so earlier this 
season. Alexis also is JMU all- 
time leader in double-dou- 
bles and as of Saturday night, 
was only nine rebounds away 
from the being Madison's all- 
time leading rebounder. 
En route to getting Alex- 
is getting her 1,000th point 
"out of the way," the Dukes 
improved to 11-0 at the Con- 
vocation Center as ihey head 
into the final stretch of regu- 
lar season. Alexis has helped 
lead the Dukes to their 19-4 
record with an average ol 
15.2 points and 10.8 rebounds 
per game. 
"She's pretty damn good," 
GMU coach Debbie Taneyhill 
said of Alexis. "To shoot the 
percentages she does, |ha'| 
being very consistent." 
In addition to Alexis's con- 
sistency, the Duke*, hdve stavi-d 
on track their last seven 
see ALEXIS, page 16 
Madison swept in double header 
RLE PHOTO 
The JMU baseball team was swept by top-ranked Clemson In 
a season-opening double header Friday afternoon. 
Dukes get only 
four hits in two 
games vs. Tigers 
CLEMSON, S.C. — The JMU 
baseball team opened its season 
with two losses as No. 1-ranked 
Clemson took both games of a 
double header Fnday at Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium. 
Clemson left fielder Tyler Col- 
vin hit three home runs, including 
two in game one to first lift the Ti- 
gers over the Diamond Dukes 8-1 
and then 30 in game two 
In game one, Madison only 
collected four hits. In game two, 
the   Diamond     
Baseball 
Friday 
JMU 
Clemson 
1.0 
8.3 
Dukes wen? 
one-hit by 
three Clem- 
son pitchers, 
started by 
Stephen Fans. - 
who went six innings and struck 
out six. 
JMU center fielder sophomore 
Kellen Kulbacki had the Diamond 
Dukes only hit and finished 1 (or 
2. In game one. Kulbacki went I 
tor 3. 
Camel 
JMU 000000001 — 140 
Clemson   110321 OOx — 8110 
Travis Miller. Cook (41 Lasko 
(7| and Matt Sluder. Brett Guntr 
Jason Berken, Sean Clark (6X Matt 
Vaughn (9). 
W —Berken. L—Miller. 
2B — (CU) Benn Hall, Marquez 
Smith. 3B — (JMU) Kellen Kul- 
backi. HR — (CUITylerColvinl 
Game 2 
JMU 000000000 — 011 
Clemson    000100 20x — 3 7 0 
Creg Nesbrtt. dav McKim (7). 
lustin Wood (8) and Matt Sluder Ste- 
phen Fans, Daniel Moskos (7X Steve 
Richard (9) and Adrian Casanova. 
W-Fans.L — Nesbitt 
2B - (CU) Andy LYAIessio 
HR — (CU) Tyler Colvin. MarqiKv 
Smith. 
Records: JMU (0-21 Clemson 
(2-0). 
— JrVm StOffrnKfiS 
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WIN: Dukes drop 
Patriots in 19th win 
WIN, from page U 
JMU came nut firing from the 
opening tip, taking an 8-1 lead 
thanks to six points trom Alodl 
in the game's first four minutes. 
Yet for all their early success the 
I Hikes found themselves up only 
two vMth 12:IS to go in the half. 
The resilient Patnots were keep- 
ing pair. 
AW had a media timeout 
right there." Alexis said. "We 
went nut and gut into the flow of 
things again 
The Dukes tore out of the 
timeout, finished the half on a 19- 
5 run and walked into the locker 
room wltfl I 3M7 cushion hav- 
ing out-shut (AIL 4h ptrcam to 
25 percent from the floor in the 
opening period. The defense was 
suffocating 
Wc knew the\ liked to pen- 
etrate   and   CfMh   the   boards. 
|\H   |unior shooting guard I-cs- 
U'\ DkUnton nid, They have 
athletic kids \\v foOowad the 
gameptan." 
I In- HUM plan called for /one 
and In the second half, JMU con- 
tinued it-- assault on GMU's of- 
fense, i h<- Patriot! were 9 of 36 
from the floor in the second half. 
Iwentv of their t>2 shots came 
from behind the arc, a byprod- 
uct of JML's /onedefense, which 
prevented the Patriots from get- 
ting inside. 
'They took the inside away 
from us,' Taneyhill said. "We 
didn't hit anything from the out- 
side. We had good looks, but thev 
didn't go down  and they kept 
packing in. 
Failed by their outside shoot- 
ing, the smaller Patnots struggled 
against   Alexis,   sophomore   tor- 
Women* Basketball 
CAA Standings 
Conf./Ov.rall 
Otd Dominion 1M. 15-7 
JMU 11-3. 19-4 
Hofatra 104.154 
Delaware 10-4.184 
WMam&Mary 9-5. 5-4 
UNC-W 7-7.10-3 
Drexel M.6-4 
George Mason 5-9,9-14 
vcu 4-10.11-12 
Towson 3-11.8-15 
Northeastern 3-11. 5-7 
Georgia Stale 2-11. 7-15 
wnd lamera Young and junior 
forward Shirley McCall, who 
combined for 31 rebounds. On 
tha other end of the floor. JMU's 
hot shooting earned into the sec- 
ond half. The Dukes were 11 of 22 
from the floor after halftime and 
finished the game with 20 assists 
on 24 made field goals. 
"That puts a big smile on my 
face." Brooks said. "It'san indicator 
that we're sharing the basketball." 
Dickinson had 15 points, the 
only player other than Alexis for 
either team in double figures. 
McCall added nine and nine re- 
bounds. JMU improved to 21-3 at 
the Convo since the beginning of 
the 2004-05 season 
"We came into this season 
with a lot of expectations," Dick- 
inson said "We're playing well 
at home and we're doing a real 
good job on both ends." 
George Mason      17 22 — 39 
JMU 3334 — 67 
George Mason — lessica Smith 
3-6 00 6, Tracy Ann Holness 3-9 
1-2 8, Mom Akintunde 2-1 
Laleisha Wade 2-132-5 6, Jen Dan- 
iels 2-9 H 5, Keyhana Wakefield 
1-80-1 3, Tammy Meyers 0-3 04) 0. 
I oBaan Shumalier 0-0 041 0, \il 
kia Sladc. Casev Quiglev 0-3 04) 
0. Totals lr>62 5-12 39. ^pomlerv 
Holness 1-6. Wade 0-3. Daniels 0- 
5, Wakefield 1-4, Quiglev 0-2. 
JMU — Shirley McCall 4-11 1-2 9. 
Meredith Alexis 10-12 6-8 26, An- 
drea Benvenuto 0-2,1-2 1, Tamera 
Young 2-9 1-3 5, Leslev Dickinson 
4-86-915, Kisha Stokes 1-2 0-0 2. 
Shameena Felix 1-1 0-0 2, Jasmin 
Lawrence 1-3 0-0 2, Angelique 
Robinson 1-2 3-4 5. Totals 24-50 
18-28 67. 3-pointers: Young 0-5, 
Dickinson 1-4, Lawrence 0-2. 
Records: George Mason (9-14, 5-9 
CAA), JMU (19-4,11-3 CAA). 
MIND) mSTHOFT'mgplKKitraphrr 
JMU Junior guard Lesley Dickinson ihoott against Masons 
Tammy Meyers. Dickinson finished 16 points In the Dukes' 
conferencs win over the Patriots. 
STOSS: 
Keener not 
entirely to 
blame for 
poor season 
STOSS, from page U 
minutes to a freshman of late 
and the other one just can't 
do it alone even though he's 
tried. JMU also starts two 
freshmen, one being Juwann 
James (whom Keener recruit- 
ed), who is the Dukes' biggest 
inside threat at 6-foot-6. Lew- 
is is 6-foot-7 and wide enough 
to block the sun. Loughton is 
6-foot-9 and 235 pounds. 
JMU's other inside threats 
include a ctnter with two bad 
knees, two forwards who com- 
bined average five rebounds 
and four points a game and 
one 6-foot-S forward, who 
averaged 13.4 points and 7.9 
rebounds, but unfortunately 
got himself suspended for the 
year. And to round out the 
Dukes' woes, their best sharp 
shooter is having an off year. 
Keener can only do so 
much. Ultimately, the players 
put the ball in the hole 10 feet 
above the floor. Ultimately, 
players decide how much they 
want to win and ultimately, 
you can't teach talent. 
John Wooden could coach 
this team and they'd probably 
still only win five games. 
Matthew Stoss is a junior 
English major. 
ARAB STRAP 
The Last Romance 
ONSMfSttSCS 
(«Stllw<<IHSriMleMi 
* Is*: Ss nw Ma * Xm k 
taanm- » q. «*■ «-fcMta.- 
—1   »l«IH.il«l   an   Il,«—I 
MWMMlntn*feM|>is*>< 
"■xs" MMaafaaamaaa 
s»n>»i»».ii««en»niiii»)iiiii». ■Maka ••>»•■ >■■■•> saw 
iL&MT- Antic MMkt«s.Cncket. tfct EafeBba*.. 
Bat, Bran. Ret Danes aaa Mm! 
miHBc-m-imB-mmm-mn-tMk.mm-im,,, m im 
saiys YOUR l^Tiiislc 13rM0viS! 
Summer is coming... 
fr> Do you have plans? 
P      OcV    Seasonal employment, working for 
_^J     the area's foremost vacation home 
^^ rental company. 
•Mini be x*t to Mrt Itvoufli Ih. tnd of Saptmter or bar* 
Pay scale: $13.50/hr for 40 hour work week. 
Job Description: 
Provide guests with exceptional service, neat appearance and a 
great attitude a must. Also, must have a clean driving record. 
Duties: 
Pick up and deliver guest supplies 
Unclog toilets 
Pick up trash at homes if missed 
Hook up electronics like DVD, etc. 
Pick up and deliver Items for repair 
Replace light bulbs,a/c filters,etc. 
Apply by sending a resume via e-mail to bjritno@twlddy.com 
or (ax to 252-»7S-ll70 ^ 
Contact Betsey Aragno, Human Resource Manager       £fry 
Twiddy and Company •.*. *£>* 
Duck,NC27Y49 £$"1 {A 
The off-campus 
health center 
Emers>iCare 
No Appointment 
Necessary 
' 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am-4pm 
Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996 
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's 
ASSESSMENT INSTRUCTOR/ 
RMH WELLNESS CENTER 
Wellness Center is seeking a PRN 
(on a needed basis) Assessment Instructor. 
Individual will assess the risk associated with 
exercise for each new member and makes 
recommendations on activities that are 
appropriate; orients the member to the 
recommended activities. 
HS Diploma required. 
Attending College with studies in related field. 
Current CPR/AED certification. 
To apply check out the website at:   www. RMHonline.com 
BRING THIS COUPON IN TUES 7-10PM 
FOR A FREE ORDER OF 
CLUK'S DELUX CHICKEN BITES 
WEDNESDAY: Sun Domingo 
Best New Band To Play This Year w/ Vega 
THURSDAY : FRIDAY : Junkfood 
Adelyn Check 'em : gotjunkfood.com 
LU Subs & Sandwic hes The Pub Sub The Pub Burger S5.50 53.95 ^—> Pub Cheese Burger 54.50 ■■■■      A ppetizers -^ Bacon Burger 54.95 
Jumbo Burger 55.95 
French Fries/Onion Rings SI.50 Grilled Chicken Philly 55.50 
aBj^^al Wings [dozen) 54.80 Hot Brown 55.95 
Cheese Sticks 54.95 Philly Cheese Steak 55.50 
Supreme Nachos 55.50 Three Cheeser 54.95 
Nachos and Cheese w/ Salsa 53.95 Fish Sandwich 54.95 
|_ Chicken Tenders S5.50 Crab Cake Sandwich 55.95 ■■ Quesadilla 54.95 Reuben 55.50 
^
m Steamed Shrimp 54.95 Ham & Swiss 52.95 
Potato Skins 54.95 Grilled Cheese 52.95 
Fish and Chips 5550 BIT 54.95 
432-0610 Homemade Chili 52.95 Beef Burrito 54.95 
dothepub.com 
1 .  
Black Angus Sandwich 55.50 
Pub Dog 52.95 
So you know the best glace to eat, shop, 
party, & ha no out...        * „ * * " # 
:     s'"   > Let us know and vote today at   t 
#wWw.thebreeze.o/g 
* for \ 
Best of the'Burg 
CLASSIFIED JO to www.thehreeze.orxlclassifieds to post lo read classifieds and more!   | THE BREEZE \WWW.thebreeze.org \ MONDAY, FEB. 20,2006115 
I    FOR RENT 
FURNISHED TOWNHOUSE. 3- 
Bedroom. 2 5 Bath. Furnished. Washer/ 
Dryer. I-room Mill available for female 
Madison Square   S195/monlh 578-0510 
291 CAMPBELL STREET available 
June 1.2006.   Yearly lease   433-6047. 
HOUSES 5BR 12 South Ave/ 3BR 
Harrison/ 3BR Townhouse 205 
Ohio/     433-2126     (540)     433-2126 
Forest Hills 5 bedroom lownhousc for 
5 students available in June. $1650 
per month      utilities  (540) 435-1306 
HUNiiRMtnx.i :HK:H\ 
1ST FLOOR FURNISHED $750 
AVAIL 8/06 (7034099341) 
LAROE I BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Great location. almost new, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher, no pets, 
immediate availability or available 
on    8/17/06.    $535.   (540)   433-1569 
LAROE ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT. Close to campus, 
good condition, AC, available 7/1 or 
8/17. No pets. $410. (540) 433-1569 
MOVrNG/LIVING OFF CAMPUS? Oo 
to webjmuedu/ocl/listingshtm. JMU's 
official site for off-campus housing, 
roommates, and furniture. Great for 
advmisinisuNeM,nm!ali(434)8l7-072l 
ASHBY CROSSING-RENT APT. 
ROOM Avail. May I. Female. $335/mo, 
* util.. w/pool. gym, prkg. Walk/bike to 
stores, campus.  540-476-1432. Soozie. 
RENTALS Go to www ifoundthis net 
Sheridan  Real   Estate  (540) 43J-T325 
ROOM       TO      SUBLEASE       351 
Pheasant Run-$3I3- March /August 
• student-guy-petsOK-inter net 
Call Sbawn:703593808l .email: 
valnoraUaiadb.org-     (540)    879-2951 
SHORT TERM RENTAL AVAILABLE 
Lease buy out available in Foxhills 
townhomes. Available immediately 
until August 4. 2006 Rent $330/ 
mo. with incentive offered. Call 
Kathy   if   interested    (304)   344-1060 
TWIN BED FOR SALE Good 
condition Mattress and boxspnngs 
incl     $40    OBO.    (434)    489-5566. 
1996 PONTIAC GRAND AM OT 
green, v-6. I49K. AT air radio, tape 
plaver. sun roof, one owner, clean, 
well maintained $1,990 Call 540- 
939-4035 or contact John Adams 
(math   dept)   568-6614   on   tues/thurs 
POOL TABLE MUST GO 8ft 
Brunswick 3/4 inch slate ball return, 
cadet blue felt, you move it $800 
or   best   offer.   Call   (540)  820-6562 
IELP WANTED! 
'BARTENDING! $250/day potential. 
No experience necessary Training 
provided        (800)965-6520      Ext2l2 
Make $75 taking surveys online, 
www. GetPaidToThink com 
LIVE AND WORK ON the Outer 
Banks (Nags Head area) this summer 
Now hiring for all positions. Please visit 
www.mworth.com for more information 
and     an     employment     application 
LIFEGUARDS A POOLSUPERVISORS 
Premier Aquatics is now accepting 
applications for Lifeguards, Pool 
Managers. Swim Instructors and Area 
Supervisors around the Northern VA area. 
Lifeguard cerfitications are required, 
however training is available. Please 
visit our website to complete an online 
application at www.premicr41l com. For 
more information or to set up an interv icw 
please call our HR department at 
(703)426-1406. 
WWW.PREMIER4M.COM 
MARRIED COUPLE to live and work 
at local business Husband will have part 
time responsibility Wife with full time 
responsibilities Must have computer, 
office and marketing skills. Business 
background preferred Send resume 
to Box 2104. Harrisonburg. VA 22801 
LIVE AND WORK ON the Outer 
Banks (Nags Head area) this summer 
Now hiring for all positions. Please visit 
www.mworth.com for more information 
and     an     employment      application 
SENIOR to work part lime immediately, 
and full time upon graduation 
Apartment furnished (o qualified 
applicant Must have computer, sales 
and telephone skills Position ideal for 
studeni to he married soon, as a couple 
would   be   desired    (540)   433-1234 
HELP WANTED KeaknutKn Farm is 
looking for summer trail help MUST be 
good with horses and like working with the 
public  Contact Danielle.(540)29O-3731 
DISHWASHERS NEEDED Immediate 
openings for responsible, hard-working 
individuals Good pay. great perks and fun 
environment Summer availability a plus 
Apply m person. Joshua Wilton House 412 
S Main St. Harrisonburg (540) 434-4464 
Premium Shades at Valley Mall is 
hiring for friendly people with excellent 
personality call or send resume at 
chirag9560(ahotmailcom(3l8)840-8296 
HIRING ENGINEERS Mechnical and 
Electrical for industrial refrigeration 
systems fax orcmai I resume (540)9 3 2-2068 
or email joh*»r7|7 net (540) 941-1995 
Infant child care in my home, starting May' 
June. 24-36 hours/week (540) 271-1770 
Need someone to help design simple 
web page, familiar with front page. 434- 
1175. jretj/ayahoocom (540) 434-1175 
NEED EXTRA CASH? Earn 
Money Viewing Websites' 
www. StudioSignupcom 
PART-TIME CUSTOMER SERVICE 
REPThis position is evening and weekend 
hours, only Duties will include, but are 
not limited to. answering the telephone. 
greeting customers, operating a point 
of sale credit card machine, and using 
aircraft and ground radios. Experience 
with ihe public is preferred Applicants 
must successfully complete a background 
check and drug screen Interested 
applicants should apply in person 
at the Shcnandoah Valley Regional 
Airport.   General   Aviation   Terminal 
IT WOULDKT 
BE JMU 
WITHOUT... 
D-Hall 
s 
H ■■ 
JAC 
^                                      J 
ID Off 
inn ai 
iff.) 
□ pgpqF 
*«! Hi 
dim cflDD 
fTPo corn 
cJAC cards 
the Quad 
Duke Dog 
the Breeze 
THE OWLV PAPER 
JMU BEADS 
The Breeze 
WANTED 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
OPERATOR 
TRAINING EOR 
EMPLOYMENT 
-Ji 
Bulldozers, Backhoes. 
Loaders, Dump Trucks, 
Graders. Scrapers. 
I \..ivaton 
Train in Virginia 
Next Class: Nov. 7th 
-National Certification 
-Financial Assistance 
-Job Placement Assistance 
SM-3U-73M 
Associated Training Services 
wwwastn-Khools.com 
NAGS HEAD 4-MONTH 
Studeni Summer Rentals, 
scahree/ercalty com     (252)     255-6328 
STSTRAVEL.COM 
CERTIFIED PERSONAL TRAINER 
Certhcation Course from ** am to 
5 pm on 3/12/06 at Harrisonburg 
Nautili*. Fitness Cir Call Nautilus a 
540-433-3434    for   more    information 
CANCUN 
ACAPUIC0 
JAMAICA 
•BAHAMAS 
FLORIDA 
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free! 
Now Hiring On-campus Reps 
<•* ltw fr«V Hu—mH 
IE ■". !   IT 
I    TRAVEL 
SNORKELING EQUIPMENT RENTAL 
Mask. Snorkel & Fins - J25 ;< 
for Spring Break -or Buy Your On 
■ JMU undents get 15% discount on 
purchases. Wetsuil rental - $20 Scuba 
Equipment Also Available Kathy's 
Scuba M * F 11 - 7. T4T3-7. & 
S 10-3. Located 1/4 mile south ol 
Exit 251  off I  • 81   (5*3) 433-3337 
SPRING 
BREfiK! 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise   $299 
spring Break 2006: SaaSplish Tours 
The Experts   Running Spring Break 
Since 1988. Honest Destination*!- Biggest 
Parties. Book your Trip at the Lowest 
Pnce. Prices from $204 
www sunsplashtours com 
  1-800-426-7710 
Panama 
City      $199 
Cinoni, Janukl, Hupulco. MIUM, 
South Pjdr*, Dayloru From $1« 
a«o»r.Mirw.i..<ih.v ' *v-n<*v'**rt> 
SprlngBrnk1Vavvl.com 
1-100-671-6186 
Hate your 
roommates? 
Need new ones? 
Goto 
wwwjhebreezejorg/ 
classified* 
in gel rid t>i your crazy 
Advertise 
ONLINE! 
Students are online 
ALL the time. So 
what better way to 
advertise then online 
with The BreezeV. 
Contact: 
the_breeze@jmu .edu 
ask about our 10% 
 discount! 
Mre 
7:30 pm 
Friday March 3 
V. Earl Dickinson 
Main Stage 
Piedmont Virginia 
Community College 
JMU 
STUDENTS 
$10 
Iicdels available at: 
■Plan 9 Records 
• Sidetracks 
Purchase tickets in 
•drwwtyciM/yfhe 
PVCCBoxOttke: 
4U.961.S376 
5**a» 
#Sa? 
(UmOUUE 
GUARD 
FOKMORfclNFO. 
4400-00-0! 
ww*.18O0-G0 GUARD.com/SB t ma I 
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ALEXIS: Center reaches 1,000 
career points in win over Mason 
ALEXIS, from f>age 13 
garner. The last time (ML lost 
was [an. 22 at Old Dominion 
72-63. The Dukes ,m.l tin- lop- 
ranked Monarchs will meet 
for the second time this season 
March 2 at the Convo. 
"It's great playing at home 
with .in 11-0 streak," Alexis 
said. "It's a real confidence 
booster." 
The streak and Alexis's play 
this season are both confidence 
boosters for Madison as they 
gear up for the final stretch of 
the season. 
"(Meredith is] unbeliev- 
able," coach Kenny Brooks 
said. "She is finding ways, and 
she could be the most dominant 
Slayers in the league if teams 
ad to play her straight up. 
"She really is playing well 
right now, and the team is rec- 
ognizing that and getting ihe 
ball to her inside " 
However, Alexis hasn't 
been leading the team alone. 
As a unit, MadliOIl ranks 
third in scoring offense, sec- 
ond in scoring defense and 
third in field goal percent- 
ages in the Colonial Athletic 
Association. 
"Meredith Alexis isn't their 
onlv weapon," Tanevhill said. 
"They have Tamera Young, Les- 
ley IVkmson, and Shirley Mc- 
Call. They can hurt you a lot of 
good ways." 
While having five weapons 
on one team may be worri- 
some for some teams, in terms 
of ball distribution, having 
junior guard Andrea Benve- 
nuto has made sure to spread 
the ball around. She leads the 
league in assists with 125 on 
the season, and an average of 
5.86 per game. 
In Friday's game, every 
Duke that saw playing time, 
scored at least one point. Dick- 
inson finished with 15, McCall 
with 9 and sophomore guard 
Tamera Young and freshman 
forward Angelique Robinson 
both had 5 points. 
The amount of points com- 
ing from different players is a 
big indicator that we're sharing 
the ball. Brooks said. 
While the Dukes are obvi- 
ously playing well as a team, 
for a brief moment in Friday 
night's game, Alexis was recog- 
nized for her accomplishment. 
She received a standing ovation 
from the crowd at the Convoca- 
tion Center and then just like 
that, the Dukes continued on to 
their 19th win of the season. 
California Nails 
Bring in this Coupon 
for a $28.00 
Manicure and Pedicure! 
Full set $20 
Fill $13 
Located in Walmart 
171 Burgess Rd 
(SW) f 38.5994 
Softball splits season 
openers in Texas tourney 
IRVING, Texas - The 
JMU Softball team went 1- 
1 in their season-opening 
weekend at the University 
of Texas - Arlington Classic 
tournament. 
The rest of the games 
were canceled due to po- 
tentially hazardous weather 
conditions. 
In the first game of the 
tournament against Wichita 
State, the Dukes jumped 
out to an early 1-0 lead in 
the first inning off of an RBI 
double by senior second 
baseman Kelly Berkemeier. 
Berkemeier drove in sopho- 
more Jenn Chavez. 
The Dukes held onto the 
lead until the fifth timing 
when Wichita State's Cvn- 
thia Verhulst grounded out 
■to second picked up the RBI 
to tie the score at one run 
apiece. 
With the game tied in the 
eighth inning, the two teams 
w«nt to International rules. 
With one out, the Shock- 
en' pinch hitter, Tawnya 
Guthrie, smacked a single, 
and drove in Christina Rios 
Jessica Laky singled to cen- 
ter field to bring in Brooke 
Usher to give the Shockers' 
an eventual 3-1 win. 
The second game against 
Prairie View A&M started 
similarly to the first with 
Madison scoring early. Fresh- 
man Amber Kirk tripled and 
scored on a single by junior 
shortstop Katie George. 
JMU freshman catcher Ju- 
lia Dominguez hit her first 
collegiate home run in th« 
fourth inning, a two-run shot 
that lifted the Dukes to a 5-C 
lead. The Dukes would go on 
to score four more runs in the 
inning en route to a 9-0 lead. 
On the mound, fresh* 
man pitcher Meredith Felts 
pitched the complete game, 
allowing three hits in five 
innings. 
In the top of the fifth, ju- 
nior outfielder Katie Schray 
hit her first home run of th« 
season to give JMU the 11-C 
win. Felts snut down the Pan- 
thers in the bottom of the fifth 
to secure JMU's win. 
- from staff reports 
Remember... 
The Breeze is hiring sports editors. 
Applications are due Feb. 20 and 
can be found at 
joblink.jmu.edu 
Tired of being a steve to the rnars? 
Let yoisr creativity shine &L. 
■ 
*•/■** 
Mf-ri^ 
News editor 
Asst.News Editor 
Sports Editor 
Opinion Editor 
Arts & Entertainment Editor 
Art Editor 
Copy Editor 
Photo Editor 
Online Editor 
Asst.Ad Manager 
Account Executive 
Ad Designer 
Call 568-6127 
for more information 
To apply and see job description, visit http://joblink.jmu.edu today! 
Submit the student application, resume, cover letter and 3 references 
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AND LIVING GUIDE 
WHAT'S INSIDE 
Detox your closet - pg. 2 
Interior design major decks out 
her pad - pg. 3 
Learn how to repair /our holes 
-Pg-5 
Take your apartment from 
winter to spring - pg. 7 
HOW TO: Host a Spring 
Soiree - pgs. 8 and 9 
- Spring-esque foods 
- Spring-centered movies 
Grow some herbs on your 
patio: Here's how! - pg. 11 
STAFF 
Caite White 
Jill Yaworski 
Nathan Chiantella 
Kris ten Green 
Amy Paterson 
Lauren Pack 
Jenessa Kildall 
Alicia Stetzer 
A&E Editor 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Editor in Chief 
Managing Editor 
Photo Editor 
Art Director 
Copy Editor 
Copy Editor 
Eliminate clutter by diving into spring cleaning 
Get your bedroom organized by following these simple steps 
■Y LAURA I 
axrmnmNc, wunx 
Toss, toss, loss! It's spnng- 
t leaning time. Here are some 
quick and easy organizing 
ideas and tips that will get 
you through the spnng-clean- 
ing nightmare: 
Discover the treasures 
in your junk drawer 
Chances are you have 
a drawer that you keep 
anything and everything 
in. Dump it out on a light- 
covered carpet or sheet (so 
as to not lose anything) 
and place similar items into 
piles. Trash anything that 
you don't think you'll need 
or haven't used in a long 
time, and move items that 
aren't used for desk work 
to another location to stop 
clutter. 
SHOP: Wal-Mart Rub- 
bermaid dght-compartment 
Catch-AII Organizer for $8**. 
Create a "Cribs"-wor- 
thy closet: 
Having a closet that looks 
like it belongs in a home d£- 
cor magazine makes pick- 
ing out clothes and finding 
accessories more fun and 
less time consuming. Pick 
up baskets from Michaels 
(available in assorted sizes) 
or bins from Target or Wal- 
Mart. 
Make sure to mea- 
sure the width, depth and 
height of your closet be- 
fore your shopping spree. 
Use the baskets and/or 
bins for shoes, swealshirts. 
sweatpants, bathing suits, 
scarves, hats or belts. Col- 
or-code the clothes that arc 
hanging up in your closet, 
and organize your shirts by 
arm length or style so you 
can easily see what clothes 
are hanging up. Suspended 
shoe organizers can be used 
for more than just shoes, 
tike socks, jewelry or ties. 
SHOP: Target: Set of 
six Poly-translucent 11x11" 
bins in assorted colors for 
$39.99. 
Wal-Mart: Set of four 
black wire storage cubes 
for $1458, Nylon and mesh 
over-the-door organizer for 
$1458. 
Be a trendy secretary: 
Turn a nightstand or a 
flat-topped bar stool into 
your own phone stand 
with just a few supplies 
If you're going for a pro- 
fessional look, paint the 
table black, brown or 
white. Otherwise, make 
your telephone station a 
bnght point of the room 
by painting it bold colors. 
Use the table for your cell- 
phone charger or phone 
and address book. Also 
have Post-its and a writing 
utensil close by for mes- 
sages. Place your phone 
stand somewhere that will 
allow you privacy, and 
preferably close to a chair. 
SHOP: Wal-Mart: Cara- 
mel two-shelf stand for 
$19.98. 
Make a DO NOT FOR- 
GET wall 
Tear apart a cardboard 
box, gluing two sides togeth- 
er and leaving you with two 
double-board panels. Cover 
the panels with fun fabnc, 
fold the edges over and hold 
in place with packing tape 
Buy some pins and you've 
got a bulletin board! Or bare 
walls also can be turned into 
a quick way to keep your life 
organized. Paint the back 
of your door or a section of 
vour wall  with chalkboard 
paint and hang chalk from a 
string for quick notes. If you 
aren't into crafts, buy a dry- 
erase board (look for ones 
that are magnetized too, or 
a half dry-erase, half bul- 
letin board). Though these 
are popular among dorm 
rooms, they come in handv 
for displaying notes and bills 
to roommates in apartments 
as well. 
SHOP: Office Depot: 1 
qt Rust-Oleum chalkboard 
paint for $12.49. 
Target: Expo combi- 
nation dry erase/bulletin 
board for $16.99. 
EVIN SHOAPt*w€w phtHoKiaphet 
A quick way to get your We in order Is to eliminate 
your "junk drawer.- Throw out thing, you haven't used 
In months and get rid of the Kerns that don't belong 
there. You'll Instantly feel more organized and might 
actually And tome treasure* that you forgot you had) 
The Mill 
APARTMENTS 
^^  Visit Our Website: 
|S|  www.themillapts.com 
Contact Us: 
iemillapts@yahoo.com 
WHY DO OUR RESIDENTS REFER 
THEIR FRIENDS TO THE MILL? 
See what they say : 
"The Mill is great! It is quiet but still fun     I wouldn't live anywhere else " 
"Just another thing on the list of awesome things you do for your tenants 
here at The Mill  Thanks for aways exceeding our expectations- 
It's |ust more laid-back over here and you can't beat the price and location." 
"Parking is never a problem." 
"We were very impressed with the service at The Mill." 
"Out of all the apartment complexes. The Mill by far is the bf 
The Mill Apartments 
11-A South Avenue 
540-438-3322 
Hours: 
Monday Friday 9A-5P 
Saturday 10A-2P 
Ron Turner, Community Manager 
Professionally Managed by 
Weisz Properties, LLC 
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Buckets and buckets of fun! 
Interior design major turns house into colorful masterpiece 
i M EVAN DYSON/ 
w mif photographer 
a 
Enjoy 
designingy 
have fun tuitii 
experimenting 
and taking 
risks. 
Audrey Holt 
Intfrior design major 
BY SHALINI DIM 
CONTK1BUTIHG WKfTf It 
Sophomore interior design ma- 
jor Audrey Holt's Pheasant Run 
townhouse is not decorated in the 
typical college manner Movie post- 
on* don't adorn the walls and neon 
beercompany logos are not the only 
source or lignt. Instead, each room 
has a separate color theme, which 
means Holt chose different designs 
and decorations to appropriately fit 
the mood of the room. 
Holt, with lots of help from 
her roommates, has taken im- 
mense time to paint and garnish 
the house. For example, the deco- 
rate room is painted in both a deep 
teal and dark purple, and in the 
corners, strings of lights have been 
hung to resemble the shape of cacti 
in order to add another inventive 
aspect to the room. The walls are 
covered with artwork painted by 
Holt herself. The pictures, while 
incredibly professional in man- 
ner, are more representative of an 
undergraduate in content, featur- 
ing fashion and fine barware. Al- 
though furniture was provided for 
the townhome, the girls elected 
to mix in their own furniture and 
added slip covers the existing fur- 
niture to personalize it. 
As for the upstairs, rach of 
the roommates has decorated her 
nx»m to represent her own style 
and personality To each room. Holt 
li.is ronthbuted an individualized 
a-ramie plate with pictures and 
i|uotes that resemble the unique 
persona of each of her friends. 
Holt and her roommates spent 
lots of time putting together their 
townhouse — even though they 
see DESIGNER, page 7 
ABOVE: Fun furniture can be a dssl0i element In an already furnished 
house. RIGHT: Candles create a warm ambiance and add color to a lack- 
luster space. FAR RtOHT: When pictures are too expensive, paint your 
own! Not arttsoc? Go to fiarage sales. Someone's trash Is another's treasure. 
Yellow Cab 
(540)434-2515 Radio Dispatched 
Service to all major airports 
Wheelchair accessible vehicles 
Prompt, Courteous Service 
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
'$** 
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RESTAUHANTE 
V CANTINA 
There are hundreds of 
great reasons to visit 
historic & beautiful 
downtown Staunton... 
most of them hang out 
atBajaBean. 
Great food & prices! 
Live music on Sunday! 
Charming people! 
NEVER a frat party! 
9 W HKFKHLETSTREET 
STAtiNTIIN. ?* 24401 
S40 883 9988 
MINI-STDR.IT !    Best of the *Burg 
SKenoncJooh VolUy'i Largeil Storag* Facility 
SUMMER STORAGE 
CLIMATE CONTROLLED 
UNITS AVAILABLE! 
: io7- off: 
of, &■ mOntU storage    ' 
W/t/i Hi* coupon 
bllig- Hit effoffn in h l«Ja0m 
Students Welcome! 
Think yOU 
know what's 
COOl in 
this town 
You've scoped out tba bwH 
places to shop, eat party, 
® hang out now share 
it with the rest of us! 
190 East Mosby 
1 block from McDonald's 
on S. Main go online today to vote for Best of the Burg! 
540-433-1234 
www.minisforir.com www.thebreezeorg 
SWGON C AF6 
NOCW.C faCWb^B 
om *LL DAY MOW • &wftumttjiM • m 
&HM? Buffer   11:JVVM • e^M 
rmMwmxw 
OPCiWCJ) 6MCC Wo 
■ ■'J  
Searching 
For The 
Perfect Place 
To Live? 
www.OffCampusHousing.com 
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing 
Hunters Ridge Townhomes 
Hunters Ridge Condos 
Devon Lane Townhomes 
Fox Hill Townhomes 
Mountain View Heights 
Madison Manor 
Madison Square 
COLDWELL 
BANKER 
COMMERCIAL 
FUNKHOUSER 
REALTORS' 
Madison Terrace 
Madison Gardens 
Duke Gardens 
Gingerbread House 
Country Club Court 
College Station 
Large Selection of Homes 
Large Selection of Townhomes 
434-5150 
715 Port Republic Road     >v. 
Harrisonburg, VA Jal 
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HOW TO: Do 
your own home repairs 
EVIN SHOAP/irmor pholographtr 
STEP    ON El   (above)   If you don't 
have any spackle and you need to Immediate- 
ly All a smaller, nail or tack-size hole, tooth- 
paste will dol Just fill In the hole. 
STEP   TWO*   (left) After you've 
filled the hole with toothpaste, smooth It 
over with your finger and wait until it dries. 
Good as newl 
■v CAHRII TEJCHEKT 
COKTKIBUTI\C WKIJER 
How do you unclog a toilet? Call the 
plumber. Got a hole in your wall? Call 
maintenance. I-ight in your room goes 
out? Get the electrician. But what hap- 
pens when you're totally skint and can't 
afford to hire these people? These small 
house repairs are not as intimidating as 
they may seem. Making a quick trip to 
Home Depot or Lowe's or even Wal- 
Mart will get you all supplies needed to 
keep your apartment in tip-top shape. 
If your toilet is clogged: 
While it may not be the most pleas- 
ant thought having to unclog a toilet, 
sometimes it's unavoidable. Instead of 
waiting until it's Uxt late, be sure to al- 
ways have a spare plunger on hand. It 
will make your life much easier to be 
able to just go to the closet and take care 
of the problem. 
If there's a hole in the wall: 
Decorating your apartment, though 
a quick hx lor an ugly room, can leave 
holes in the wall. To fix this problem, go 
to the store and pick up a tube of spackle. 
Depending on the si/e and quantity of 
holes you are trying to cover will dtSB 
mine how much spackle you should buy. 
If you decide on the small tube of 
speckld vou can buy it with a sponge on 
the top which eliminates having to use 
multiple tools. Squeeze an appropriate 
amount of spackle into the hole (enough 
to fill and cover the hole into the wall). 
Then, use the sponge to smooth the 
spackle over the hole and allow it to 
fully dry. 
If the lights go out: 
To avoid being left alone in the dark, 
always have spare light bulbs on hand. 
Make sure you have the correct wattage 
so you can have the best lighting possible 
around your living area. And of course, 
make sure the light switch is turned off 
and the lamp is unplugged. 
The next time you have a repair to 
make around your apartment, don't 
stress A great source to find easy, how- 
to instructions is doityounelf.com. There 
are directions tor how to repair just 
about anything. Happv fixing! 
Need a safer, more reliable way 
to get what you want? 
The Breeze Classifieds, 
we have it all! 
Every Monday & Thursday 
-or- 
online at thebreeze.org/classifieds 
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The Smart Student's College Bookstore 
serving the students of JIVLU 
since 1990 
Used/New Textbooks 
JMU Apparel 
School Supplies 
phone: 540-432-0287 
Corner of 1-81/Port Republic 
(The Old Chaser's Building) 
'Graduation Gifts and a variety of Diploma frames 
• We buy books all year! 
• Greek Letters and Novelties 
www.universityoutpost.com 
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DESIGNER: 
Just add paint 
Personalize your 
apartment with a 
splash of color 
p*o*n try EVAN DYSON'^nwr phittwapher 
ABOVE: Look like a professional Interior designer 
by matching objects around your room to your wall 
paint. You'll Instantly create a color theme to be 
envied by all your guests. TOP LEFT: Pick fun, bright 
Items to display. Create your own at You Made It! 
Paint Your Own Pottery. LEFT: Add a string of beads 
to a lampshade for simple artistic flair. 
DESIGNER, from page 3 
are only going to be living 
in it for a couple years. Al- 
though it will be annoying 
to paint all the rooms back 
to the original color when 
they eventually move out, 
the roommates say it was 
worth the effort because 
the house felt more com- 
fortable and homelike. 
Plus, it was a fun process, 
Holt said. 
Holt has wanted to be 
an interior designer since 
elementary school. She says 
she was inspired by her 
Mom who's an architect 
and from art classes that 
she took in high school. Her 
love for design influenced 
her to pursue the artistic 
side pi design vemai the 
technical or engineering 
aspect. In fact, it's the little 
creative projects in her 
house, like her own bed- 
room and the pictures she 
painted for the downstairs 
walls, that are her favorite 
features of the house. 
Of interior design, Au- 
drey says, "It's challenging, 
but if you have your heart 
set on it you can do it." 
Holt's advice to aspiring in- 
terior designers is to"have 
fun with it, enjoy designing, 
have fun with experiment- 
ing and taking risks." 
<Hj flj'iii /"' Hi h' rinerrentals.com 540-438-8800 
Roosevelt Squore 
4 bedrooms 
■1 boths 
furnished 
-located across Irom 
Memorial Hall 
Hunters Ridge 
Condos 
4 bedrooms 
2 bolhs 
I  let      ' 
top floor units 
College Station 
4 bedrooms 
2 bolhs 
3 level condos 
■wosher/dryer 
furnished 
«,rl3 
V » 
liberty Street 
3 bedrooms 
•1.5 bolhs 
nice bark polio 
-walk to campus 
voter included 
JMi 
1.2,3. 8 4 bedroom 
units 
laundry on site 
walk to campus 
ollordoble pricing 
Madison Manor 
2 bedrooms 
■2 privote bolhs 
■fireplace 
pool & tennis court 
on bus route 
Various Houses 
4 7 bedrooms 
older homes with 
many updates 
■All located within 
2 miles ol campus 
the Deck House 
I S 2 bedroom 
apoitments 
-water included 
short walk to campus 
fflc»» >forl tl $225 ier ••■'«•». Ititjl.ld.il §ni |io«p leases available 
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So you want to... HOSt  3 
spring soiree? 
The Breeze, just as it was last fall, is dedicated to making your apart- 
ment the best it can be. But this season, instead of sweating buckets 
trying to sand down a chair and refurbish it, we're doing something 
a little less labor-intensive — decorating! Read on to find out how 
to host the perfect spring party, complete with food, films and fancy 
table settings. 
Bon appetit! 
First, prepare your dinner! Both of these dishes can be prepared 
and stored in the fridge while you decorate your table. 
■V  I \ Mil   Kl K.I I 
CONTRIBUTING WUTU 
CUMK Chicken Salad 
Ingredient-. 
3 1/2 boneless chicken breast halves, cooked and diced 
1 head lei luce. lorn mm small pieces 
4 green onions, sliced 
2 tablespoon* sesame seeds, toasted 
n ounces Chinese noodles, heated briefly to crisp 
Dressing 6 tablespoons seasoned nee vinegar 
4 tablespoons white sugar 
I teaspoon sail 
III cup peanut oil or olive oil 
In a large salad bowl combine the chicken, lettuce, green onion, seeds and noodles. Mix all together. Set 
aside. To make dressing: Put vinegar in a small bowl. Dissolve sugar and salt in vinegar before adding oil. 
Shake/beat well Add dressing to salad and toss to coat. Serve and enjoy' 
Tropical Frail Trite* 
Ingredients: 
1-1/4 cups cold mi Ik 
I pkg. (4-serving sire) Jell-O coconut cream flavor instant pudding & pie tilling 
I tub (802.1 Cool Whip whipped topping, thawed, divided 
I pkg. (10 75 oz) frozen pound cake, thawed, cut into 3/4-inch cubes 
3 cups cut-up assorted fresh tropical fruit (papaya, pineapple, kiwi, mango) 
1IA cup coconut, toasted 
Add milk to dry pudding mil in a large bowl. Beat with wire whisk 2 min or until well blended Gently stir 
in 2 cups of the whipped lopping Place half of the cake cubes in bottom of 2 i|t straight-sided serving bowl. 
Spoon half of the pudding mixture over cake cubes, top with half of the fruit Repeat layers Top with remain 
ing 1 cup whipped topping and the coconut. Serve immediately or covei and refrigerate until ready to serve 
•tow or no-fat trifle: You can make a virtually fat-free trifle by using angel food cake, fat-free pudding and 
low or no-fat whipped topping. Keep in mind that healthy food and good-tasting food can go hand in hand 
So. with the arrival of spring around the corner, make some adjustments to your diet. Eating healthier 
means feeling better. Take advantage of the fact that there are plenty of fresh fruits and vegetables out there 
and get in the habit of eating right. 
Start with any tablecloth you like, then 
layer plates with different patterns for 
each place setting. 
4 
. ttfe 
v* 
rA 
BBBBaf 
w r^- 
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Add a couple of funky things found 
from junk stores or yard sales in the 
middle of the table for a centerpiece. 
Create a few place settings (see story 
for details), and you're done! 
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The perfect spring soiree tablet Now wasn't that tun? 
phaos fo AMY PATERSON/pto*. ediur 
Voila! 
Finally, put 
everything together 
and invite your 
friends over for an 
evening of fun! 
IY LAURA BECKER 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Sick of the weekend movie and take- 
out routine? Play host/hostess for your 
fnends and throw a spring soiree! Plan a 
lunch or dinner party that will reflect the 
new season and show off your creativity. 
Bring spring to your table by gracing it 
with freshly cut flowers, or place a daisy at 
each table setting. Instead of using metal sil- 
verware, buy cheap plastic utensils in bnght 
colors. For extra splash, mix the colored uten- 
sils with solid-colored plates (plastic plates 
are more durable than paper) and napkins, 
or match the silverware with spnng-pat- 
temed plates. Dollar stores, Wal-Mart and 
Target offer inexpensive tableware, as well 
as funky ice coolers and pitchers. 
Here is a how-to tip on setting the 
table: the word "fork" has four letters, as 
does the word "left." Place forks to the 
left of the plate, salad fork first. "Knife" 
and "spoon" each have five letters, as 
does the word "right." Place a knife to the 
immediate right of the plate and a spoon 
to the knife's right. The order goes: forks, 
plate, knife, spoon. 
Personalize dishes by writing each 
guesf s name on their plate using a Sharp- 
ie (also available in assorted colors). For a 
souvenir, write a message to each guest on 
their plate and after dinner, throw them in 
the dishwasher. Guests can take home their 
plate as a memory of the special night. 
If a fancier meal is in store, skip the 
Sharpies and opt for place cards. Fold 
blank 3 by 5 cards in half and write each 
guest's name in bold cursive (make sure 
ifs legible), placing their card in front of 
their plate. Personalizing plates or place 
cards provides a seating arrangment that 
works best for the host. 
Remember that a good host pays at- 
tention to each of his or her guests; there- 
fore, placing yourself at the head of the 
table would be best. If a large party is at- 
tending, ask the person on the opposite 
end to switch with you during dessert al- 
lowing you to spend time with everyone. 
The dining table is not the only im- 
portant factor in hosting a spring soiree. 
Guests should feel the arrival of spring in 
the atmosphere. Play an instrumental CD 
(opt for something light and airy) or make 
an oldies mix. Keep the volume down as 
to not distract your guests from their meal 
and conversation. If guests are craft-lov- 
ers, decorate small pots or attach silk flow- 
ers to pens and pencils. 
Do not forget invitations! If guests 
live nearby, tape a flower to their door 
with an invitation attached, or simply 
decorate 3-by-5 cards. Ask guests to wear 
spnngy attire. To ensure that guests will 
find the right apartment, tie a balloon or 
two around vour doorknob or place a leg- 
ible sign on the door. Party away! 
These films will 
get you in the 
mood... 
for spring! 
After you have your spring 
dinner, head to the living 
room and put in one of these 
five spring-centered movies! 
■Y HAII CHIET 
SENIOR MUTER 
Groundhog Day (1993): Starring 
Bill Murray, Andie MacDowell, Chris 
Elliott Stephen Tobolowsky, Brian 
Doy le-M u rra v. 
Weatherman Phil Connors (played 
by Murray) is sent to Punxsutawney, 
Pa., to cover a story about Groundhog 
Day. Phil hates the k»b and cannot wait 
to get the assignment over with. On his 
way to Punxsutawney, Phil is caught 
in a giant blizzard and finds himself 
trapped in the small town he despises. 
When he wakes up the next morning, 
he finds himself reliving the same day 
— over and over again. 
"Groundhog Day" — one of the 
most anticipated moments of the win- 
ter season — tells us if winter will 
continue for six weeks or if spring 
will arrive early. What better way to 
get ready for the spnng season than to 
watch this goofy romantic comedv? 
Ferris Bueller's Day Off 
(1986): Starring Matthew Broder- 
ick, Alan Ruck, Mia Sara, Jeffrey 
Jones, Jennifer Grey. 
h-rns (played by Broderick) is 
the classic high-school jokester, full 
of tricks and schemes that allow him 
to get away with just about anything. 
One day, he decides to cut classes and 
convinces his best friends — Cameron 
(played by Ruck) and Sloane (played 
by Sara) — to spend the day with him. 
Dean of students Ed Rooney (played 
by Jones) is always on the lookout for 
Ferns pulling tricks, and goes on a 
hunt to catch him and his friends on 
their "day off." 
This hilarious movie may just 
convince you to take your own 
"personal day" once the weather 
gets nicer! 
Steel Magnolias (1989): Starring 
Sally Field, Dolly Parton. Shirley Ma- 
cLaine, Daryl Hannah, Olympia Duka- 
kis and Julia Roberts. 
Based on a real incident of 
screenwriter Robert Harling's moth- 
er and sister, "Steel Magnolias" fol- 
lows the lives of a tight-knit group 
of friends living in a small Louisiana 
town. This drama/comedy reveals 
both the hardships and happiness 
of these women, who spend most 
of their time together in Trudy's 
(played by Parton) beauty parlor. 
"Steel Magnolias" is sure to bring 
you both laughter and tears. 
w MOVIES. pa$e H 
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Home Decor \mm Arouna tne wovia... 
You'll find... 
Serving dishes 
Tablecloths 
Vases 
Candles 
(. lothes hampers 
Ten sets 
And much more! 
R     7! 
731 A Mt. Clinton Pike 
Harrisonburg, VA 22802 
540.433.4880 
Support Artisans In developing countries. 
Buy 1 landmade and Fair I rade. 
r                                                     J 
. 
Want the world? mil) m.Yhebreeze.org 
Your fauorite newspaper at gout fingertips everyday. The Breeze online 
obmit Darts i Pats or write a classified ad.  the possibilities are endless! 
Park Apartments 
204A Rocco Ave. 
540.433.Z621 
• 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments 
• only 1 mile south of JMU 
• furnished/unfurnished apartments 
• washer/dryer 
• school term lease 
• pet friendly 
• swimming pool 
Housing still available! 
There* n no place like Park Apartments. A beautiful c ommunity 
nestled against landscaping so magnificent, it sen " etfondord 
You will be onfy minutes away from campus, shopping dining 
and interstate Iftl. Our elegant apartment home*. areavaMobk 
with waUtowatl carpet large windows, hugetwngmddlnfag 
rooms, full sue washtrs and dryers, swimmmai^ool, play area 
and storage space galore You can take odvantagtofo free gym 
membership at the WeUness Center it all addt up to a quiet 
private lifestyle you ore sure to love ^H 
www.parkapts.com 
parkaptna@aaelphia.net 
Day Spa & Salon 
EN) Waxing    Spa Treatments   Hair Services Massage SI a i Is 
Fat ials 
Food Lion shopping Center Relaxation Awaits You! (540)574-0808 
,, '^. ... open:Mon.Weds.Thurs.Fri. 10am-6pm Sat. 10am-2pm 
Harrisonburg, VA r K 
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HOW TO: Grow a garden on your patio or balcony 
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Clutter gathers electronically, too 
■v KELIY FISHER 
SENIO* WRTTtR 
Growing an herb garden at home is an 
easy and fun project that adds spice to life, 
literally. An herb garden requires little time 
and space, making it an ideal winter proj- 
ect for students who are cramped for space 
and always on the run. 
Herbs add flavor to the most ordinary 
foods, such as soups, stews and pasta sauc- 
es. Growing fresh herbs at home and in- 
corporating them into meals can put even 
the most inexperienced cook up there with 
protessional chefs on the Food Network. 
The easiest, most common herbs to 
grow from seeds include basil, oregano, 
parsley and thyme. These herbs all require 
about four hours of sunlight a day, making 
them perfect for apartment porches and 
decks. If there is not enough sunlight avail- 
able, the herbs are still able to grow inside 
with the care of a fluorescent light. 
This first step to starting an herb garden 
is to head to a local garden center to pick 
up supplies. Seeds, potting soil and a large 
plant container are all that someone needs 
to begin. The plant container should have 
at least one hole in the bottom of to allow 
for adequate draining. Size-wise, about 10 
EVIN SHOAP 
tenior phtlographer 
plants can grow in a 3-foot container. 
The next step is actually planting the 
seeds for the herb garden. Seeds must be 
soaked in water for a few hours before being 
planted. The plant container should be filled 
with the potting soil, then patted down to 
avoid any air pockets. The herb seeds ought 
to be buried under the soil two to three times 
as deep as their size. If you're working with 
very tiny seeds, gently press these into the 
surface of the soil- 
Water the plant so that the soil is moist 
and place plastic wrap over the container. The 
cover creates an ideal environment for germi- 
nation. Place the container in a sunny kxation. 
Once the seeds surface, remove the cover and 
water the herb garden once a day. However, 
be careful with the amount of water the herb 
garden receives. Over-watenng and misting 
herb gardens may damage the plants. 
It takes herb plants anywhere (mm 
about two to three months to mature. Once 
grown, fresh leaves can be added to dishes, 
or dried out on a wire rack. The garden 
should be pruned every once in a while to 
remove any dead leaves and flowers. 
lfs as simple as that. Growing an herb 
garden is not only an easy way to dress up a 
meal, but also a sure-fire way to impress any 
guests that just happen to drop in for dinner. 
Herbs can b* grown on 
your balcony to garnish 
a dish you made for a 
spring party (see page 
8). Or, you can grow 
some lovely flowers 
— like tWi amarytlis, for 
Instance. 
I@gft Mgfc MM itoBap Steo 
Small and large units. Secure 24 hour access. Close to JMU. 
Perfect for students! 
1614 N. Valley Pike lit. 1 INI IfS&P 
V-.r* i 
540-434-1188 
$5 OFF 
of 1st month of storage 
with thi* coupon t 4 months prepaid 
Organizing computers, 
PDAs can be helpful 
iv SHAWNA VANNESS 
.VEW5IMY 
Papers, books, magazines ... it's the 
stuff household clutter has always been 
made of. And now, as if we needed any 
more junk, there's a new breed of disor- 
ganization brewing: electronic clutter. 
Experts say it's spreading fast. More 
than a decade into the mainstreaming of 
computers and the Internet, professional 
organizers say the average person h.is .ir- 
cumulated thousands of electronic files, 
e-mails and digital photos. 
Whether it's last year's annual report, 
that Web site you visited last week or an 
e-mail address for a relative you write to 
once a year, it's important to note "how 
much time do you spend scramDling for 
stuff and searching for things," says l.es- 
ley Alderman, an editor at Manhattan- 
based Real Simple magazine. 
And, while you're at it, it couldn't 
hurt knowing exactly how often you 
browse through old e-mails in your in- 
box and realize you never replied. 
"Anything you can do to take that 
away will make you feel much more 
organized," Alderman says. 
Electronic organization can be |ust as 
tricky as the real thing, says David Al- 
len, author of "Getting Things Done: The 
Art of Stress-Free Productivity" (Pen- 
guin, $15). Anybody who spends more 
than a couple of hours a day in front of a 
computer needs an orderly way to track 
e-mails, save and retrieve files, and ar- 
chive all their matenal on backup CDs 
or memory drives. Getting there doesn't 
necessarily require investing hundreds of 
dollars in a PDA. 
"Everybody tries to get some new 
program because they think it's going 
to fix it" Allen says. "But it's your brain 
you need to fix." 
MOVIES: Let these flicks get you 
psyched for warm weather, new season 
Spring season to be rung in with fun movies 
MOVIES, from page 9 
My Fair Lady (1%4): 
Starring Audrey Hepburn, 
Rex Harrison, Wilfnd 
Hyde-White, Gladys Coo- 
per, Jeremy Brett. 
This musical comedy 
tells the story of Henry 
Higgins (played by Har- 
rison), an arrogant profes- 
sor, and his visiting col- 
league. Colonel Pickering 
(played by Hyde-White), 
who make a bet that Hig- 
gins can't take "common- 
er" Eliza Doolittle (played 
by Hepburn) and turn her 
into a woman of the up- 
per class. This oldie-but- 
goody classic, which is 
part of the American Film 
Institute's "100 Greatest 
American Movies of All 
Time" list, reveals its ro- 
mantic and witty charm 
with its classic and ener- 
getic musical numbers 
Forrest Gump (1994): 
Starring Tom Hanks, Re- 
becca Williams, Sally Field, 
Michael Conner Hum- 
phreys, Harold Herthum. 
This movie, the well- 
earned recipient of six 
Academy Awards, tells 
the story of Forrest Gump 
(Hanks), a man with a 
low I.Q. who reveals that 
determination and cour- 
age conquers all. Through 
several flashbacks, For- 
rest speaks of his experi- 
ences with some of the 
most significant people in 
American history from the 
early 1960s through the 
1970s. This classic drama 
will both  will move and 
inspire vou. 
Rain Man (988) Stamng 
Tom Cruise, Dusbn Hoff- 
man, Valeria Golino, Gerard 
R. Mok-n (HUack Murdock. 
Charlie Babbitt's 
(plaved by Cruise) father 
dies and leaves his inheri- 
tance to Raymond (Hoff- 
man), the institutionalized 
autistic brother that Char- 
lie didn't even know ex- 
isted. Charlie is angry that 
his father has kept Ray- 
mond a secret from him his 
entire life, so he kidnaps 
Raymond from his resi- 
dential home to embark on 
a cross-country joume\ of 
self-discovery. Like "For- 
rest Gump," this film will 
inspire you and give you 
an appreciation for what is 
truly important in life. 
I   <  .urn l\ 
Hakiiui Mis 
I     H   '     NMIM|\ 
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TUTWILER 
VIRGINIA 
COUNTRY 
STORE 
Ml., 
I reserves 
Soup Mix 
Si|ni|i 
I '..||.m K I«a 
Also Featuring products from companies like: 
Byrd Mill Shawnee Springs Graves'Mountain Route II 
Pasta Valente     Blue Crab Bay Woodpecker Farms   Purely American 
Chile Man       Olde Shenandoah Golden Angels and others. 
Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm 
Tom Tutwller, Owner     540.434.4334     124 S. Main St. * 
_  
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ASHBY CROSSING 
FREE PHONE 
FREE CABLE 
FREE ETHERNET 
t 
PICTUBE1PERFECT PLACETOTIVE!!! 
Be on the lookout 
for our upcoming 
Roommate Mixer. 
Stay tuned for 
dates. 
Heads up! 
Roommate Matching List 
Now Available! 
